
The California Primary and Redistricting

This study analyzes what is the important impact of changes in the primary voting rules after a
Congressional and Legislative Redistricting.  Under a citizen’s committee, California’s
redistricting promoted zero-sum, two party competitions between the major two political parties,
resulting in a strongly partisan plan, with one-dominant party, competition within the minor
political party, and very little influence of nonpartisan or third political parties.  Inasmuch the
redistricting uniformly produced a range of safe to marginally secure districts for
Congressional, one-half of the State Senate and House elections, most of the variances in the
primary levels of partisan contestations are explained by differences in candidate entry in the
Republican versus Democrat or open districts.  Because the voting rule allows for two members
of the same political party to qualify for a runoff, the general election determined by the Primary
has generated a range of partisan contestations with most Congressional, State Senate and
House districts having a Democrat and Republican candidate.  There are also some concerns
about assuming ordinal rankings with multiple candidates, where the number of candidates in 
California districts ranged from one to thirteen, may limit the usefulness of studying all possible
rank orderings, and therefore limit the analysis of any polling information available.
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The 2010 Primary in California was administered under a new structure, consisting of
different voting and redistricting procedures.  This new structure changed the campaign for
nomination and election with new districts.  In the absence of these procedural changes, there
may have been substantially fewer candidates contesting for nomination, inclusive of the more
typical post-redistricting situations with increased numbers of uncontested districts, electing a
single partisan candidate.  Most of the increases in contestations are explained by third party
competition and the listing of independent candidates, on the ballot, and those with no party
preference (NPP).

The redistricting process was lead by a citizen’s committee with goals for attaining
greater contestation and competition under the new voting procedure.  This bipartisan
commitment to having a new structure for district elections, where these new districts would
contain a reduction in the margins of victory for the winning candidates, a more even division of
the vote in the primary election, greater numbers of candidates in primary elections, fewer one-
party districts, an increased in the number of political parties contesting for election, fewer single
candidate primaries, and fewer single candidate general elections.  This effort to reduce
partisanship, or at least monopoly control by the two major political parties, generally failed to
the exchange for  third party and nonpartisan candidate votes from two party competition. 
Instead, the evidence suggests partisan competition remains only between the two major political
parties, even though the State Republican Party won fewer than one-third of the Assembly and
Senatorial Districts.

At the state level, there were no differences by types of districts in partisan voter
registration, primary and general election vote shares, and electoral margins for the winning
candidates.  Among the Assembly, Senatorial, and Congressional Districts the only differences
were in terms of the number of votes cast and the number of political parties contesting elections. 
With regard to the outcomes of the primary and general elections, under the new districts, the
citizen’s committee attained the goals established to reduce partisan differences and variance
among Legislative Districts that are generally not contained within each other.  The California
Citizens Redistricting Commission had other goals pertaining to the design of districts, but these
are somewhat distinct from efforts to reduce partisanship by design and provide for more
competitive elections with greater turnouts.

What the changes in the redistricting process did not produce was a reduction in the
competition between the two major political parties.  Instead, this study finds the changes’
produced district elections which generated substantial variances in numbers of political parties,
electoral margins, and partisanship.  This study also finds lessor differences in the outcomes, in
terms of votes cast and numbers of candidates.  In summary, the changes did produce changes in
the outcomes, and these outcomes generated variance among district elections held in somewhat
more distinctly, if not bifurcated, partisan areas of California.  By making the districts safer, this
could have resulted in uncontested primaries and general elections along with substantial
increases in electoral margins in those seats with a primary or general election opponent, but it
did not because of the design of the district elections.

There were some challenges to the new voting procedure similar to previous litigation
concerning open primaries, top-two or blanket primaries, and other procedural changes to what
are primaries with plurality rule.  Besides California, there are currently three other states with
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voting procedures nominating the top two vote getters, Louisiana, Nebraska, and Washington.  
Some of the issues specific to this change in California involved the role of nonpartisan
candidates in Congressional elections and primaries for third political parties.  After the primary,
some additional consideration was given by candidates who prefer to not continue with a second
campaign against the same candidate.

Lastly, the partisan registration data indicated a decline in the base of the State
Republican Party, and therefore a likely decrease in the number of Assembly, Senatorial, and
Congressional Districts held by Republicans.  This decrease in voter registration, term limits for
the Legislature, and population displacement of constituencies all contributed to some
incumbents either opting out of contesting for reelection or pursuing other elective offices. 
Among the retirements from elective offices included a member that had successfully won
reelection through four previous redesigns of Assembly and Congressional Districts.  The 2010
redistricting process also overtly attempted to not equate redistricting to partisan registration, and
therefore limit the drawing of new district lines to the manipulation to fit partisan voter
registration.  As a result, the design of the districts, and subsequent district elections are
seemingly the product of ongoing population trends in the State, some emphasis on county
boundaries and bipartisan agreement with some willingness to compromise on incumbency
displacement.  All of the incumbents that contested for reelection to the Assembly, the Senate, or
The House of Representatives but one member of the Congressional delegation, were re-
nominated.

The numerous adjustments following redrawing of the one hundred and seventy three-
district boundaries provide a general description of redistricting effects.  Even so, district
elections produced candidates from the two major political parties, in approximately eighty
percent of the legislative districts holding elections.  The findings indicate the nonpartisan and
third political parties were irrelevant alternatives, with only minor differences in the outcomes
between the district elections resulting in a Republican versus a Democrat.  This study finds
electoral competition was zero-sum between the major parties and linearly determined within
each the major political parties by partisan registration and primary vote shares, even though new
redistricting and voting procedures were implemented for the purposes of limiting manipulation
of boundaries by voter’s partisan registration.

Models of Primary Elections with Voting Procedures Besides Plurality Rule

The formal results on primary elections represented these elections as either less
predictable, in terms of forecasting outcomes, or structurally designed with the intent to make it
easier to select winning alternatives.  Forecasting the outcomes in the absence of partisan
comparisons is considerably less accurate, and because of the voting procedures used, may be
sometimes determined by the structure imposed for voting.  Given substantive differences among
states, with the voting procedures described as closed, open, and a blanket hybrid/clopen primary,
some of the uncertainty in modeling voter turnout and numbers of candidates, may be the result
of both differing and changing voting rules for nominating candidates.  The variance in outcomes
attained under primary election voting procedures, may therefore be considered positively
associated with the thresholds necessary to qualify for positions on a general election ballot.
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In the case of the California Primary, this matter is complicated by the introduction of
nonpartisan or independent candidates and the lack of an elective nomination process for third
party candidates.  The issue is generally whether to place third party candidates directly on the
general election ballot.  Independent candidates running with a Peace and Freedom designation
were placed on the general election ballot, without a primary contestation, and in some cases
these candidates had a greater vote share in the general election than either the Libertarian or
Green Parties in the primary.  In the absence of a primary contest, third political party alternatives
differ ideologically from the major political parties, but these campaigns are similar procedurally
to independent campaigns organized within only a few districts.  The results of Campaign 2010
indicate that neither the Libertarian nor the Green Parties strengthened in the general election,
with these third parties minor vote shares substantially greater in the primary than general
election.  Candidates running independently of partisan preference also campaigned in both the
primary and general election, with the vote for these nonpartisan candidates collapsing to
fractions of the primary vote share in the general election.  Where voters did vote for the
nonpartisan candidate, these campaigns were substantively located in districts where the vote
shares of the second major political party collapsed in the primary election campaign.  Inasmuch
NPP candidates opposed both Democrats and Republicans in the 2010 General Election as the
second candidates, wherever the other major party failed to qualify for nomination.

The difficulty of using polling to measure voter preferences appears to explain why
polling is less accurate in predicting the outcomes of primary campaigns.  Given a somewhat
greater level of uncertainty concerning vote shares, primaries introduce other complexities
associated for measuring ordinal preferences among candidates with significantly varying
numbers of votes cast (by district in this case), varying numbers of candidates in the same
political party, and varying numbers of political parties under the voting procedure implemented
in California.  Given these complexities, it is not surprising polls fail to accurately predict
electoral margins in primary elections.  Additional trends in partisan registration also contributed,
in California, to some of imprecision in forecasting vote shares, since partisan registration and
Republican party registration both decreased more substantially than what could be administered
through a normal redistricting process.  These trends in partisan registration contributed to the
inability to design safe districts for the Republican Party, and also resulted in emphasizing
competition between partisans, third party alternatives, and supporting the inclusion of
nonpartisan candidates to provide some competition in vote shares in an electorate with
significant declines in the second major political party.  As competition collapses for either major
political parties, competition between partisans in a runoff, general, election replaced duopoly
competition under the new voting procedure.

Inasmuch polls are uncertain measures of voter preferences for primary candidates, and
any formal analysis is both speculative and by assumption.  By considering all of the
possibilities, for small numbers of candidates, there may be interpretations of the polling results
for the purposes of generating plausible ordinal rankings, even if this analysis is too imprecise to
provide accurate point estimates of vote shares.  The rationale for this may not be useful in
practical situations where testing of new techniques for vote mobilization is relevant to
predicting voter turnout in a primary election.
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Any construction of a formal model of primary elections begins with uncertain voter
preferences and may not provide direct implications for predicting electoral margins in vote
shares.  The problems created by a large number of candidates is also more than a slight
difficulty for constructing models of primary election voting, because either indifference or
preference may be inferred (from polling data) for distinguishing amongst candidates on a long
primary ballot.  The inclusion of multiple political parties introduces the potential for
multidimensional voting, because partisan registration and vote shares, composes a single factor
or dimension.  In the California Primary and General Election, the major political party
registration and vote shares represent a single dimensional voting space, whereas the inclusion of
nonpartisan and third party registration and vote shares, in the primary and general election,
consist of a second factor.  By emphasizing nonpartisan and third party alternatives, the 2010
Campaign introduced a two-dimensional vote space for the purposes of nominating and electing
candidates for the new districts.

Based on a description of the election returns, and not voter registration data, the findings
indicate the nonpartisan and third party alternatives were generally not relevant for the purposes
of constructing ordinal voter preferences to alternatives in any primary election, with multiple
major party candidates and additional minor party and independent candidates for nomination. 
Given the variance in the number of candidates, any description for considering all possible
combinations of ordinal preferences, inclusive of indifference between alternatives, is rendered
somewhat less precise because of the existence of large numbers of candidates in a few districts. 
The theoretical basis for a model of primary elections remains a consideration of the number of
alternatives, however, any comparison may be imprecise in terms of measuring voter preferences
for a large number of multidimensional alternatives.

Because the outcome space is single dimensional, and the voting theory suggests the
importance of comparisons across large numbers of alternatives, in multidimensional space, any
model of primary elections consists of the logical consideration of outcomes in the vote space. 
An analysis of the logically possible outcomes, in the vote space, is a better description of the
formal model than limiting analysis of voter preferences to general elections only or interpreting
data that is too inaccurate to be useful.  Even so, the implementation of district elections under
new voting rules, suggests a formal model of the voting procedure with emphasis on the logically
possible voting outcomes.

The model of the voting procedure is described in FIGURE 1, with the basic analysis of
the change in the California Primary in FIGURE 1.2.  FIGURE 1.1 through 1.4 provide a
comparison of some of the state voting procedures classified as the traditional primary (and
general) election model, the runoff election only model with two rounds of voting, and a  partisan
primary with a runoff election.  Because the outcomes possible are different, under each voting
procedure, most empirical classifications of primary elections suggest there is no unique
representation of a model of primary elections, although most descriptions imply the top vote
getter in the primary is nominated, in the first round of voting, with the general election between
partisan candidates representing the two major political parties in second round of voting
comprising general election for Assembly, Senatorial, and Congressional Districts.
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The legacy of primary elections as a reform model is perhaps best understood by the
many variations in voting procedures adopted and frequent innovations in primaries enacted by
The States.  In the absence of a unique voting procedure, such as plurality rule with single
member districts, the distinctions between categories such as closed, open, clopen, and top vote
getting primaries, may be based on either the number of rounds required to nominate candidates,
or the vote shares required for nomination.  Given the voting procedures used, it is clear that both
the number of rounds of voting and vote share thresholds are relevant to any description and
classification of different types of State primaries held.

After a partisan redistricting, into more secure districts, the traditional primary model
implies a reduction in contestations in numbers of primary candidates and in competition in vote
shares.  Given two rounds of voting, shown in FIGURE 1.1, assume redistricting produces either
one or two candidates contesting for nomination in each of the major political parties.  If there is
a single candidate, in the primary and general election, once nominated, the campaign is over and
this candidate is declared the winning candidate in what is termed an uncontested election.  If
there are two candidates, and a nominee for both major parties, the primary involves the selection
of one of two candidates, and then a pairing of Democrat and Republican candidate for general
election.  Whether more votes are cast in the Democrat or Republican primaries might be only
relevant for forecasting an election, and in terms of constructing vote preferences for the
candidates.  For other purposes, including the construction of a formal model of primary
elections, the outcomes essentially consist of three outcomes: {D, D 1 R, R}.  

What is important may not involve the distinction between D > R and R > D numbers of
votes cast, and therefore DR or RD vote preferences, but whether there were one or two primary
candidates.  The distinction between contested and uncontested nominations imply not only
variance in vote mobilization, and therefore votes cast, but substantive differences in vote
preferences, DD > R or RR > D, and thus a magnitude difference in DR or RD vote preferences. 
Additional candidates, such as three or more primary candidates DDD > R, only increases the
potential for greater differences in the vote shares and therefore forecasted vote margins.  Since
the purpose of primary is to nominate, primaries filter the number of candidates to a single
choice.  In the 2010 Campaign, however, Republican candidates, qualified for the general
election, did not run in the primary.  Additionally, Peace and Freedom designated candidates,
held no primary, but were placed on the general election ballot.  Since candidate entry and exit
determines the number of candidates, and this is procedurally controlled by political parties and
State election law, some of the differences in descriptions and therefore classification of
primaries is the consequence of candidate entry and exit decisions.

In summary, voting procedures go beyond the number of signatures required to be placed
on the ballot, to encompass which round the candidates are placed on the ballot and how many
votes are required to qualify for the next round of voting.  In the traditional model, voting is
either one and done, or a pairing with a campaign generally between only two alternatives; a
legacy of election history prior to 1904-1912 that consisted of frequent elections, long ballots,
multiple candidates elected, and nonpartisan or third political party alternatives.  By filtering the
number of alternatives, this places greater control over the ballot under State Election Law, with
the intent to reduce the number of candidates and political parties too smaller, if not small,
numbers of alternatives for voters’ to construct preferences.
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The California Primary of 2010 was administered under the voting procedure nominating
the top two vote getters, by plurality rule, regardless to the number of candidates or political
parties.  The voting procedure also allowed for the comparison of all the alternatives, a procedure
sometimes described as an open primary, or more precisely as a blanket primary because it
covers all of the alternatives.  In Louisiana, all of the candidates contested the primary as
independents, with no party designation, with only nominees declaring their party preference on
the general election ballot.  In California, candidates declared their partisan preferences for the
ballot, with no party preference equated to a nonpartisan alternative.  Unlike independent
candidates that have some partisan preferences, but no party endorsement, these NPP candidates
contested for both nomination and general election in the California Primary.  Introducing
nonpartisan alternatives requires a third alternative, with third party alternatives thereafter
constituting forth, and fifth alternatives.  In this study, the 2010 six alternatives were the State
Democrat, Republican, NPP-no party preference, Green and Libertarian, and Peace and Freedom
candidates.  Given the empirical findings, only the D and R candidate party preferences were
relevant in terms of the electoral outcomes.

In this bipartisan primary model, the four contested outcomes are DD, DR, RD, and RR. 
Under a traditional primary, at most one D and R candidate would be nominated with a second,
general comparison of the D and R candidates for election.  Instead, the California Primary
reduced the number of candidates to two, and then paired the top two vote getters regardless to
their partisan preference.  In the case of a traditional primary, and certainly in California
elections, a D candidate would be favored to win election, given D > R votes cast in the primary. 
Thus, the DR outcome predicts a D winner, in a second round of voting, and RD outcome
predicts an R winner.  This was generally the case in the 2010 elections, with Democrat
candidates winning after the DD and DR primary outcomes, and Republicans winning election in
RD and RR situations.  The principal differences were in terms of the numbers of candidates
contesting the election, which are presumably greater than would have been under a different
redistricting process, and perhaps more to the point, because of the second round of competition
required in DD and RR outcomes.  Unlike a traditional primary and general model, such as the
model described in FIGURE 1.1, the California model required a second round of voting, even if
there were only two candidates in the primary, regardless to the partisan preferences of the
candidates reported in FIGURE 1.2.  Because there were more candidates than expected, after a
redistricting into more secure Democrat and Republican districts, there were fewer majority
winners in the primary, more than two partisan candidates within one or both of the major parties
contesting nomination, and fewer uncontested campaigns winning election.

Taking the contestation decisions into account, there were a small number of uncontested 
(re)elections of candidates in 2010.  The outcome of D or R only occurred less frequently under
the California voting procedure, and the interpretation is that happened in far fewer newly created
districts than what could be expected, given the decline in Republican registration, and the
redrawing of new districts.  By having more candidates contest the 2010 Primary, including NPP
and third party candidates, this diminished vote shares below a simple majority, more frequently,
and resulted in more competitively even vote shares than what would be expected after
redistricting.  After reducing the number of candidates and political parties to two alternatives,
this voting procedure produces four contested and competitive outcomes instead of two.
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Given the fewer number of Republican districts, and the increased proportion of the
electorate registered as other than the major two political parties, the speculation is that there will
be more NPP candidates in the future, and that these independent candidates will be more
successful in winning nomination as the second alternative.  Whether this becomes true, and
therefore implies adding a third alternative to {D, R} is somewhat different from holding an open
primary, implementing a blanket primary, or the Louisiana nonpartisan model of primary
elections.  Instead this is more similar to states, such as North Dakota and Nebraska that had
active nonpartisan, leagues of municipalities, with candidates designated on the ballot with no
party preference (N).  Unlike independent candidates (I), or alliance candidates (ICM), or
candidates elected from state political parties with other campaign or factional endorsements (IR
or ID and J-D), these are the same as candidates elected on a nonpartisan ballot that choose not to
declare their partisan preference after nomination.  Whether this represents either an unknown
partisan affiliation to voters’ or no party registration on the part of the candidate, may be less
important than providing a second, and not a third, alternative to one of the major political parties
in a general election campaign.

Under the Louisiana primary model, the initial voting procedure nominated candidates
without partisan designation.  Candidates then affiliated with one of the major political parties
for the general election.  In the case of a candidate winning a majority in the primary, the
candidate could wait until being seated in the legislature to affiliation with a political party.  As a
result, these officials were technically elected as nonpartisans, although they usually had a
general election opponent which revealed both candidates’ partisan preferences in a runoff
election.  Even so, electing NP-R or NP-D candidates were sufficiently confusing, and somewhat
controversial, because of the frequency of occurrence, that Louisiana was forced to amend the
voting procedure to allow for partisan designation on the primary ballot.  Voters still voted for all
the candidates, inclusive of those affiliated with D and R, or without partisan designation (N). 
For this reason, after amendment, the Louisiana and California primary are similar, although the
goal for the 2010 California Primary appears to have been to make sure there would be two 
alternatives in each campaign for district election.  Instead of a third alternative, the intent
appears to have been to make certain the district elections would be contested and there would be
some competition in both the primary and general election vote shares.  Rather than producing
uncontested and landslide two candidate elections, the addition of nonpartisan and minor
political parties alternatives introduced more complicated, two dimensional voting, in numbers of
candidates and numbers of political party alternatives.

This is distinctly different from adding a third alternative to the existing two major
alternatives.  It is also different from previous campaigns when candidates filed petitions in both
the Republican and Democrat, closed, primaries.  When cross filing occurred, this frequently
produced R-D and D-R candidates, winning both primaries and therefore winning election during
the first round of voting.  The election of fusion tickets, with R-D or D-R candidates, happened
in many states, including California.  The legacy of cross filing with candidates competing
against each other, regardless to partisan designation, in a closed primary model, is therefore
being part of electoral history.  Even though the DR and RD outcomes are not the same, because
there are two candidates, the inclusion of all candidates in a single, consolidated, and therefore
open or blanket primary is similar to allowing for cross filing in both major political parties.
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Candidates that cross filed should not be considered nonpartisan candidates, or a third
alternative, although a fusion ticket candidate may have been elected with more than a two party
endorsement.  In states with minor political parties, these endorsements produced multi candidate
and party designated candidates in both the primaries and general election.  Where these minor
political parties are dropped from the ballot, a candidate may be considered nonpartisan because
there is no party designation or partisan preference designated on the ballot.  In situations where
the major political parties endorse or nominated other candidates, these candidates may still
qualify for the ballot, and contest as independent candidates or independent candidates with
partisan preferences designated on the ballot.  The substance of the California Election Law and
voting procedure seems to allow for some of this multidimensional voting in order to generate
outcomes associated with improved contestation and a greater range of competition.

In states with a large majority for one political party, candidates were historically selected
by local party caucus and state party conventions.  The advent of primary election for nomination
and two rounds of voting to elect candidates was modified in one-party states to allow for a
primary and runoff election.  In these states, the first election reduced the number of candidates
to two, and the second elected the winning candidate between the two candidates nominated.  In
states with two political parties, but a large number of one-party districts, the same two rounds of
voting could be used to reduce the number of candidates and pair the top two vote getters for the
purposes of election.

Given the current landslide conditions in most legislative districts, throughout the United
States, it is not atypical for electoral margins to exceed supra majorities.  In these situations, the
greatest degree of competition may sometimes occur within the primary election, and not in the
general election.  In these districts, competition could be enhanced by allowing for the top two
vote getters to oppose each other in a runoff election.  However, this is clearly not what is
specified by the traditional primary model that was designed to filter candidates or choose a
candidate and then pair candidates from the major political parties.  The runoff voting procedure
shown in FIGURES 1.3 & 1.4 consists of two rounds of voting for the purposes of reducing a
large number of primary election candidates to two candidates, to select one from the same
political party.

As shown in FIGURE 1.3, the two stages of what may be considered a primary election
(I & II) may produce several outcomes.  First, this may reduce the outcomes to a single candidate,
by endorsement and therefore nomination, something that states with active caucus and
convention methods approved.  Secondly, candidates may have voluntarily exited the campaign
after receiving fewer votes in the first round of voting, leaving only one or two candidates at
most left to campaign in a second round of voting.  Thirdly, as demonstrated in FIGURE 1.4,
larger numbers, of three or more candidates may be reduced to two nominated candidates, and
then one candidate elected.  Forth, members of both parties may be elected from one-party
districts, in which case both major political parties would administer two rounds of voting to
elect candidates.  In FIGURE 1.3, the primary election model describes competition in a one-
party system with monopoly voting agenda control.  In the two party systems with bipartisan or
duopoly voting agenda control, this represents a generalized binomial search through the set of
alternatives within each of the political parties.  
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Some Results on Voter Preferences in Primary Election Models

Given a range of outcomes, describing contestation decisions, polling indicates
information concerning individual voter preferences for the candidates in a primary.  Some of
this information is reducible to partisan identification, so that Democrat voters’ strictly prefer
Democrat candidates to Republican candidates for nomination and therefore election.  Any
searching through the alternatives, for strong partisan identifiers, may generate D: D � R and R:
R � D.  Third party voters would prefer their party’s nominees to those in the major two political
parties.  And it is not quite so obvious as to how to represent independent identifiers’ voter’s
preferences, such as those with no party preference.  Whether these voters are considered
nonpartisan voters, holding preferences for either party, bipartisan in their voting, with a
preference for one political party, or preferring some other alternative, such as fusion candidates
are all possibilities which could be added to the formal analysis as a third alternative.  For those
with a major political party preference, the numbers of the voters are relatively small, varying by
“other” registration preferences and numbers of minor candidates, that may make a difference in
specific district elections.  For most voters, including those in the 2010 California Primary, the
vote shares of the minor candidates imply these are irrelevant alternatives.  For most voters,
preference for a third alternative, is just that, generating voter preference’s D: D � R � T and R:
R � D � T.  As a result, inclusion of a third alternative is not relevant for voter preferences
between the major political parties.

For those voters identifying with a third political party, this would be considered their
first choice to elect T: T � D � R or T  � R � D.  Given the relatively small vote shares for third
party candidates, and the relatively large shares of voters registered in the other category, it is
clear that partisan identification for third party alternatives exceeds vote shares for minor
political party candidates.  Even so, the existence of third party alternatives represents a range of
five to ten percent of the primary and general election returns, and it appears to be the second
choice for more voters in one party district’s where the second major political party has no
chance of winning the nomination or election.  In these district elections, the third alternative is
preferred by some proportion voter’s with preferences for the major political parties.  In these
instances, some combination of new districts, term limits and an open position, an unpopular
incumbent, no contestation by the second major political party, and a strong third party candidate
all seemingly comes together to produce the third party as the second choice.  Like the Reform
Party, this requires a coalition between D, R, and independent voters, where the voters’
preferences for the third party are distinct from their preferences for the major political parties,
and these individuals may be relatively evenly divided in their preference for the major political
parties.  Within the Reform Party, this alliance between D and R voters divided after the failure
of the Reform Party with the alliance between partisans remaining longer intact than the coalition
for Reform Party candidates that contained approximately one third independent registered voters
and two-thirds partisan Democrats or Republicans.  As a result, third-party voter preferences
should be generally specified as the first or second choice, with strong partisans preferring a third
party, such as the Libertarian or Green Party, with other voters who occasionally prefer a third
party alternative as the second choice in district elections where the second major political party
is either not contesting the election or there is almost no chance of winning election and there is a
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strong third party candidate: D: D � T � R or R: R � T � D.  Whether these candidates are
relevant, in terms of vote shares, makes a difference in the accuracy of statewide polling because
of the uncertain effects on district voter turnout and the relatively small numbers of viable third
party candidates, that may be considered by voters as an alternative to the major party likely to
win within their district.

Given a second candidate, in states with a closed partisan primary, this requires voters to
establish a preference amongst candidates within their political party.  For D voters’ in a primary

1 2 1 2with two candidates, D:  D  � D  � R, and R: R  � R  � D.   For strong partisan identifiers, D:
DD o R and R: RR o D, indicating strong preference for any of the candidates from a major
party to those nominated by the other major political party.  For somewhat more independent
voters, or those who prefer, usually either a challenger to an unpopular incumbent, or partisans
for an open seat, the second choice may be from the second major party, which is different from

1 2 1 2their partisan preference generally.  In these instances, D:  D  � R � D  or R: R  � D � R , there
is some potential for the second major political party to win votes from partisans, but this is
usually because their first choice may not have been nominated.  In a traditional primary with
two rounds of voting, candidates may be nominated from either of the major parties that are
viable to general election voters from the other major political party.  These voters are not
indifferent amongst the candidates, nor do these support third party candidates as a second
choice.  Instead, some of the indifferent voters may be very strong partisans who prefer either
their first or second candidates to the opposition major political party’s nominee, with D voters’:

1 2 1 2D  � D  o R, and R voters’: R  � R  o D.
Independent voting preferences may also be distinguished among those with partisan

preferences and a preference for competing with two-party alternatives, instead of voting in a
one-party district.  For these voters, the preference R: RD � RR indicates a preference for the
pairing of a Republican and Democrat candidate in a second round of voting, with an expected
preference for the Republican candidate to have the best chance of winning the general election. 
In these RD districts, more votes were cast for Republican candidates in the 2010 Primary than
for Democrats.  In one-party districts, any third party or nonpartisan alternatives may become part

1 2of the voter’s preferences as a second alternative, with examples such as 1)  R: R  � NPP � R  ,

1 2 1 22) R: R  � L � R , and 3) R: R  � G � R .  More generally, an R: RD � RR preference may be
produced by voter’s that prefer safer partisan districts, an independent set of partisan candidate

1 2alternatives, such as R: R  � D � R , or a preference for an incumbent likely to win reelection, R:

1 1 2DR � RR � RD � DD with R: D  � R  � R .
There are other examples of Independent Republican (IR) voting preferences.  The legacy

of cross filing in primary elections and voting on a nonpartisan basis with bipartisan agreement,
is part of the organizational history of the California Republican Party.  Similar to elections in
other states with nonpartisan ballots, and a legislative caucus to determine majority party status,
the preference for nonpartisan candidates, fusion D-R tickets, and RD districts, is somewhat
unique to the states with nonpartisan local elections and more recent statehood.  The voting rule
changes for the 2010 California Primary are consistent with these voters’ preferences, such as IR:
NPP � D � R & IR: NPP � RD � R o D, allowing for more independent candidates to contest as
nonpartisan alternatives to what would otherwise be one-party districts.
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Among other partisan registrants, and majority party Democrat’s, the legacy of
independent voting is somewhat different because it is related to individual campaigns or
factional preferences that may also be related to individual candidates.  For these voters, a very
weak form of independent voting preferences would be something like ID: DR � D � NPP o R,
with a preference for a Democrat winning the district to one-party uncontested elections.  A
nonpartisan alternative may also be relevant as a second choice, even though these voters prefer
Democrat to Republican alternatives generally.  A stronger form of independent Democrats may
prefer a third party, factional designation, such as ID:  P&F � D � R, to regular Democrat
nominees.  Lastly, amongst those with a third party preference, some of those voters may be
included in with other independent voters having registered with no party preference.  By not
indicating partisan preference, some of the Green and Libertarian Party voters may be considered
independent Democrats or Republicans, holding G: G � R o D or G � D o R or L: L � R � D or
L � D � R preferences for candidates.

Given the outcomes in FIGURE 1, the major or primary alternatives to consider involve
a set of partisan alternatives, with emphasis on two-party contestation decisions and competition
between the major political parties.  Whether this occurs in the primary, or in two rounds of
voting, consisting of a primary and general election is procedurally relevant for reconciling
limited polling information on voter preferences, partisan registration data by district, and
primary and general election returns in district elections.  Under the one hundred and fifty-three
Assembly (80), Senatorial (20), and Congressional (53) Districts, the primary election outcomes
were generally from the set of alternatives {D, DD, DR, RD, RR, R}, modeled in FIGURE 1.2
above.

Voter preferences to these alternatives comprise most of the primary voting electorates. 
In this model, the contestation decision is included, allowing for voter preferences for a single
candidate from their preferred major political party.  In each instance, within the California
Democrat Party, this involved an incumbent running uncontested for reelection under the new
district plan.  Assuming these candidates where the first choice amongst major partisan voters
within the primary, no second candidate emerged within the Democrat Party, or from among
third party or nonpartisan alternatives, so that these candidates won simultaneously won
renomination and reelection.  For strong partisan voters’, the general voting preference is a linear
ordering from uncontested reelection, to competitive elections, to electing the opposition party in
district elections.  These voting preferences allow for competition, between DR and RD, with D:  
D � DD � DR � RD � RR � R and R: R � RR � RD � DR � DD � D.  Given the small number
of uncontested nominations, the primary preferences are generally D: DD � DR � RD � RR or
R: RR � RD � DR � DD for this set of relevant alternatives.

Including the minor alternatives and two or more major party candidates for nomination,
generates additional preference orderings.  Amongst those with a Democrat partisan preference,

1 2 1 2 1 1 1some of the possibilities are:  D  �D  � R, D  � R � D , D  � R � G/L, D  � NPP � R, D  � P&F

1 2 3 1 2 3� R, P&F � D � R, D  � D  � R � D , and D  � D  � D  � R.  Similar preferences may be
constructed for Republicans, but given increased majority status of the California Democrat Party
after redistricting, the discussion of independent voting may provide a more accurate description
of Republican voter preferences than voting with multiple candidates, third party designation,
and some split ticket voting by Democrats in the majority.
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Instead of describing these as factional differences, voter preferences with two or more
candidates in the majority party may include Republican, third party, and nonpartisan (NPP)
candidates.  Additionally, these voters’ preferences incorporate an implicit preference for
contestation, in the form of candidate entry, and some degree or amount of competition in vote
shares.  In the absence of either, there are one-party districts with uncontested reelection.

On this basis, it is possible to construct preferences for the primary electorate, based on
the election returns, consisting of  DD � RD � D � DDD = DR � RR = R.  These voters’
preferences indicate distinct preferences for the majority party, competition, bipartisan
competition, some bipartisan preference that is similar to nonpartisanship, contestations, the third 
alternatives as only a second choice, and very few voters having a minor party preference.  In the
new districts, any gerrymandering that made the districts safer, in partisan terms, generated more

1 1distinct preferences.  In district elections with an incumbent preference, the D  or R  candidate
won renomination one hundred percent of the time.

In this model, summarized in FIGURE 1.2, the outcomes of the 2010 Primary also
indicate a preference for a fusion ticket statewide and bipartisanship in district elections, by
electing members of either major political party.  The voting procedure filters the number of
candidates by nominating the top two for general election.  The results indicate a preference for
the traditional primary, with approximately four-fifths of the districts nominating both a
Democrat and Republican candidate.  Results that also indicate the new districts and voting
procedure is approximately eight percent effective, in terms of producing the outcomes of a
traditional primary.  Similar to a traditional primary, there are only two rounds of voting, to
choose nominees and elect candidates, instead of the third rounds to guarantee a simple majority
rule winning candidate.  The preference for two rounds of voting is also consistent with one-party
districts, or states, requiring a second round of elections, usually described as a runoff election, to
produce a majority rule winning candidate from more than two candidates in a single political
party.  The outcomes of the 2010 Campaign indicate a preference for bipartisanship, with a
fusion ticket set of outcomes in the General Election.  Instead of a large number of one-party
districts, and uncontested elections in secure major party districts, the new districts and voting
procedure seemingly reveal a voter preference for some larger number of candidates, even if
some of the districts fail to nominate both Republican and Democrat candidates for general
election.

In this voting space, the preference for a number of candidates and political parties is
determinative of the outcomes of the number of rounds in a voting agenda, in the form of primary
and general elections.  On this basis, voters also express preferences for the number of rounds of
voting they prefer.  In some instances, such as a popular incumbent, there may be zero rounds of
voting with an uncontested election for renomination and reelection.  In others, with the inclusion
of a simple majority requirement, this may involve a voting agenda consisting of three rounds of
voting, with two primaries and a general election.  In most The States, voters neither appear to
prefer uncontested one-party districts nor three rounds of voting.  However, there may come a
time when additional runoff elections are preferred to blanket primaries, so that voters have
larger numbers of candidates in both political parties, a primary reducing the number of
candidates to two, a runoff within each of the major political parties to nominate, and then a third
election to elect one of the two major political parties candidates.  The voting agenda sequence of
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candidate entry and contestation, to produce a large field of candidates, is clearly a nonpartisan
election, with subsequent elections between candidates in the same and then different political
parties to produce a majority rule winning alternative.  In the absence of a majority preferred
candidate, or political party, the new districts and voting procedure indicate some willingness to
change the traditional primary and still only requirements campaigning for two rounds of voting. 
Given the decline in one of the two major political parties voters’ registration, and the
introduction of third alternatives by litigation, there is also some preference for two or
multidimensional voting over the traditional zero-sum competition between the major political
parties.  The existence of two party competition may be diminishing in certain aspects, at the
district level, yet it is also clear there is no voting agenda structure or limited number of
preference combinations for attaining a consensus to replace either duopoly competition in single
member districts, or a bipartisan voting agenda.  There are some voters with preferences for third
party alternatives, with these alternatives as either a first or second choice.  Even so, the 2010
California election results indicate these preferences are limited by the smaller number of
candidates involved, the willingness for third party campaigns to pay for two rounds of voting,
and the number of districts where a third alternative becomes a viable second choice.  Instead of
a preference for multidimensional voting, this suggests a preference for two-dimensional votes
where a third alternative becomes the second alternative, generally in one-party districts, where
the other major political party fails to contest for election.  The fact that these third alternatives
are generally the third choice implies these are irrelevant alternatives in terms of constructing a
statewide majority.  By attaining first choice status among only a few voters, and viability as a
second choice with only a few candidates, the effect of third alternatives involves only a few
district elections in each campaign, implying the viable contestations, and therefore relevant
electoral comparisons involve single dimensional-two party competition.  

A Generalized Primary Election Voting Mechanism

The formal results describe the theoretical importance of the new redistricting and
primary procedure.  The bipartisan commitment to a new, single-member district plan and the
implementation of a top two vote getting, plurality rule voting procedures result in a mixture of
two rounds of voting.  In this mixture, there is a traditional primary and general election structure
that remains the same, two-stage one-party runoff elections, and third alternatives which are
some substitutes in the general election for one of the two major political parties’ nominees. 
Generally speaking, the adoption of these new procedures for district planning and voting agenda
design, changed the two rounds of voting, tournament structure, of primaries and general
elections with candidate entry and exit strategies, partisan contestation decisions, and zero-sum
two-party competition on a single dimension between the major political parties.
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Definition 1 N / a finite integer set of voters, N = {1, ...., n}.

1 2 i nDefinition 2 Given N, the voter’s preferences = {U , U , ..., U , ...., U } = U(N) / set or
distribution of voter’s preferences.

nDefinition 3 JU  = UCUC...CUC...CU / product space.
Definition 4 UCUC...CUC...CU  / number of voter preference combinations.
Definition 5 P(N) / (finite) integer partition Y set of potential coalitions. 
Definition 6 '(N) / group decision space.

1 2 i n nDefinition 7 vote space = {< , < , ..., < , ....,< }/ <C<C...C<C...C< =  J< .
Definition 8 simple majority rule (SMR) / M = N/2 + 1.
Definition 9 simple majority decision, method of majority decision, SMR > ½CU.

1 2 i nDefinition 10 simple majority voting procedure, (M; < , < , ..., < , ....,< ).
Definition 11 2CM - 1 / simple majority (rule) voting game.
Definition 12 voting procedure / {voting rule; finite integer set of votes} = (voting rule;

1 2 i n< , < , ..., < , ....,< ) = (threshold; distribution of votes)..

nDefinition 13 JU  = UCUC...CUC...CU / D(N) / decision space and profile.

nDefinition 14 D(N) = ö(JU ) / decision structure and filter.

n 1 2 i nDefinition 15 ö(JU ) = {D(N); < , < , ..., < , ....,< } / agenda design.

n 1 2 i nDefinition 16 ö(JU ) = {< , < , ..., < , ....,< } / voting agenda.

n 1 2 i nDefinition 17 ö(JU ) = {D; < , < , ..., < , ....,< } / voting on a set of alternatives,
agenda sequence.

n 1 2 i nDefinition 18 ö(JU ) = {J; < , < , ..., < , ....,< } / agenda structure, jurisdictional
extension and implementation authority.

n 1 2 i nDefinition 19 ö(JU ) = {D(D); < , < , ..., < , ....,< } / delegated authority, local.

0Definition 20 '(N ) / minor group, minor political party, such as a third party
alternative, controls a minor share of votes or seats—contesting for
viability, and therefore minor party status.

1Definition 21 '(N ) / major group, major political party, contesting for majority party
status.

1 0Definition 22 '(N ) 1 '(N ) = {  } / Hausdorff condition.

1 0Definition 23 {D; '(N ), '(N )}/ set of political alternatives, e.g., state party
competition, two party competition, a multiparty contestation, numbers of
candidates, number of political parties.

n i 1 2 iDefinition 24 ö(JU ) = {*; F  = < , < , ..., < } / voting agenda, range and density
solution.

n i 1 2 iDefinition 25 ö(JU ) = {*(D); F  = < , < , ..., < }/ agenda design, range and density
solution.

Definition 26 N(UCUC...CUC...CU) = D / decision or preference profile mapping.

1 2 i n nDefinition 27 N(M; < , < , ..., < , ....,< ) = 3<  / vote and decision space.

1 2 i n nDefinition 28 N(D; < , < , ..., < , ....,< ) = JU  / voter preferences & decision space.

1 0 nDefinition 29 N(J; P(N) = '(N ), '(N )) = JU  polling data, ordinal voter’s preference.

1 0 nDefinition 30 N(J; P(N) = '(N ), '(N )) = 3<  election returns in vote shares.

1 0Definition 31 simple game /  N[P(N) = < '(N ), '(N ) >] = 0 or 1;  '(N) = 0 or 1.

nDefinition 32 majority voting game / 3<  = 0 or 1.
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Conjecture 1 Any change in the number of candidates and voting agenda represents a
change in the number of alternatives deliberated for nomination and
election.

Proposition 1 A bipartisan voting agenda reduces the number of candidates to two
alternatives by requiring plurality rule in the first, of two rounds of voting,
consisting of nominating the top two candidates in a nonpartisan primary.

Conjecture 2 The larger the number of candidates the more complicated the voting
agenda.

Proposition 2 Duopoly control of the voting agenda limits consideration to the two major
partisan alternatives.

Proposition 3 The partisan alternatives relevant to the construction of voter preferences
define major party status.

Theorem 1 (Third-Party) Minor party status satisfies the condition of independence of
irrelevant alternatives (IIA).
Proof.  An alternative is irrelevant if the alternative may be introduced or
eliminated from consideration without changing the selection from

xamongst the choice set of alternatives (D f C .).  The selection is therefore
independent of the irrelevant alternatives (IIA).  Assume vote preferences
for a third alternative is D: D � R � T and R: R � D � T.  If T is either
introduced or eliminated, the third (T) alternative makes no difference in
the general comparison and therefore selection of D or R.  As a result,
inclusion of a third alternative is not relevant for voter preferences
between the major political parties.

Theorem 2 (Contestation) Contestation decisions by minor partisan candidates are
irrelevant to the outcome of any voting agenda.
Proof.  Define a voting agenda as a tree diagram for the purposes of
deliberating and then comparing alternatives with formal votes.  A group
decision to select an alternative is limited to the relevant alternatives.  An
irrelevant alternative may be introduced or eliminated from consideration
without changing the selection from amongst the choice set of alternatives. 
Given a choice between only two political parties, there are no third
partisan alternatives.  Assume a third alternative exists through
contestation decisions.  Given the major political parties are preferred to
the minor political parties, but the minor partisan alternatives are IIA. 
Assuming the IIA condition, the minor political parties are irrelevant to
any outcome of a voting agenda for comparing the major partisan
alternatives.

Lemma 1 Two party competition Y zero-sum.
Lemma 2 Zero-sum (partisan) competition Y simple (voting) game.
Lemma 3 Majority rule voting game (PMR) Y simple game Y two alternatives.
Lemma 4 Two alternatives Y SMR.
Conjecture 3 (Schlesinger) Two-party competition exists (e.g., in voter registration

concentration and electoral vote shares).
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Theorem 3 (State Competition) Two-party competition is zero-sum amongst the set of
alternatives with major party status.
Proof.  Two-party competition Y only two relevant alternatives.  Duopoly
competitions between two alternatives Y majority rule voting game. 
Majority rule voting game Y simple game [0,1].  Simple game '[0,1] Y
zero-sum competition.

Theorem 4 (Duopoly Competition) Two-party competition is a majority rule voting
game in best reply correspondences.
Proof.  Assuming major party status: two-party competition is equal to a
negative one correlation in vote shares.  Partisan zero-sum competition is
equal to a simple game.

Theorem 5 (Zero-sum hypothesis) Partisan zero-sum competition is a simple game.
Proof.  Two-party competition exists in vote and seat shares.  The
exchange in vote and seat shares between political parties is a zero-sum
competition.  The best reply correspondence in this voting game is
nonlinear in the votes and seats relationship.  The vote-seat curve or ratio
is determined by district plan and voting procedure.

Theorem 6 (Competition Hypothesis) Major party competition is single dimensional.
Proof.  Given only relevant alternatives, two-party competition is equal to
a perfect negative correlation in vote or seat shares.  The correlation
dimension is equal to one.

Theorem 7 (SMR) Classification of simple majority rule results.  
• two-party competition Y SMR
• zero-sum competition amongst two major political parties Y SMR
• majority rule voting game with two alternatives Y SMR
• two partisan competition on a single dimension Y SMR
• unidimensional competition with two alternatives Y SMR
• perfect competition in district elections Y SMR
• duopoly voting agenda Y SMR
• (model 1 shown in FIGURE 1.1) a traditional primary with two

rounds of voting, the first round selecting an alternative in each
major party by plurality rule, the pairing of the top vote getters in
the second round for general election Y SMR

• (model 2, FIGURE 1.2) two rounds of voting, nominating the top
two vote getters in the first round, and a pairing of the top two
(plurality winning, but yet primary alternatives with major status)
for general election Y SMR

• (model 3, FIGURE 1.3) monopoly voting agenda, a large number
of candidates within one-party reduced to two alternatives in the
first round of voting, and a pairing of the top two vote getters in a
second, runoff for general election Y SMR
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• (model 4, FIGURE 1.4) binomial grid search and choice through a
voting agenda consisting of three rounds of voting, beginning with
a reduction from large number of candidates and political parties, a
second round to reduce the number of alternatives to only two with
comparisons in the same political party, and a third round pairing
the two winners nominated in the runoff for purposes of two-party
competition and general election Y SMR

• duopoly competition Y  two alternatives Y  SMR
Theorem 8 Classification of single dimensional results

• two party competition in vote and seat shares Y single dimensional
• the vote or seat share measure space for two major political parties

Y single dimensional
• the outcomes for two rounds of duopoly voting agenda Y single

dimensional
• a duopoly partisan correspondence in the form of a vote-seat curve

or ratio Y single dimensional
• competition in a vote space with two major parties or primary

partisan alternatives Y single dimensional
Assumption 1 Single dimensional (outcomes) measure space
Assumption 2 Single dimensional voting space, (either the alternatives on the voting

agenda or contained in the choice set equal to major partisan outcomes)
Theorem 9 (State party competition) State party competition index d single

dimensional measure space 
Conditionality.  Assumption 1 in vote or seat concentration ratios or
shares.  Model averaging may be used to construct a single dimensional
index.
Evidence (see also Theorem 9).
• Major political parties Y single dimensional competition
• Major political parties Y two party competition
• two party competition Y single dimensional set of outcomes
• voting space with a small number of relevant alternatives Y

number of combinations in the set of outcomes
• two party competition Y zero-sum state party competition for

majority status Y simple voting game Y two alternatives Y voting
space (with a small number of alternatives) Y number of
combinations in the set outcomes Y single dimensional 
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Theorem 10 (Existence Hypothesis) Two-party competition exists.
Proof.  Conjecture 3.  Given a measure space equal to zero—a Banach
Space—a fixed point exists: (Condition 1) equal to perfect competition;  
(Condition 2) equal to an even division in vote shares or concentration
ratios; (Condition 3) in best reply correspondence in a votes-seats curve or
relationship; (Condition 4) in majority party status, in legislative seat
shares; (Condition 5)  in equal proportionate time of partisan control of
majority status; (Condition 6) equal to perfect duopoly competition;  
(Conditions 7 & 8) equal to competition between two alternatives on a
single dimension or a single factor index reducible from multiple
dimensions; (Condition 9) equal to spatial competition in location and
distance; (Condition 10) equal in range and division to the intersection of
spatial competition; (Condition 11) on bipartisan voting agendas.

Condition 1 Assembly Districts í Senatorial Districts 
Condition 2 Assembly Districts í Congressional Districts 
Condition 3 Senatorial Districts í Congressional Districts
Condition 4 Assembly District í County 
Condition 5 Senatorial District í County
Condition 6 Congressional District í County
Condition 7 min ï county lines
Condition 8 Assembly Districts 1 County Jurisdiction(s)
Condition 9 Senatorial Districts 1 County Jurisdiction
Lemma 5 A boundary function partitions the space into separable, interior and

exterior, and a continuous boundary line Y Jordan curve.
Proof.  Areal(Interior  1  Boundary  1  External).  Boundary area (ï) /
Banach Space, measure zero (ð).  Area of the intersection Y closed border
(¥) c open frontier (¤).  Any partition of a space into an interior and
exterior (¢), range and division ü Y Jordan curve ±.

Theorem 11 (District Planning) State partisan competition is zero-sum in the measure
space.
Proof.  Theorem 9.  Assume a range of competition in district elections. 
Construct vote share measures for each district election.  Competition
between the major political parties is zero sum by district. 

Theorem 12 District planning and partisan contestation guarantees the existence of (at
least) two party competition.

Theorem 13 Two party competition in district elections guarantees the existence of
state partisan competition.

Theorem 14 (District representation theorem) Perfect, Bertrand, duopoly competition in
district elections guarantees the existence of two alternatives under an
SMD plan.
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Theorem 15 (Competitive equilibrium) Duopoly partisan contestations and
competitions are necessary to attain the conditions for a perfectly
competitive, two-party, equilibrium.
Conditional Proof.  A bipartisan equilibrium exists in a negotiated
cooperate game.  Assuming a non cooperative game, 
• contestation between only two partisan alternatives
• duopoly competitions on a voting agenda
• a bipartisan voting agenda
• contestation between major partisan alternatives, with minor

alternatives satisfying the IIA condition
• voluntary entry and exit decisions that generate zero sum

competition
• entry barriers to maintain two alternatives
• (traditional primary) two rounds of voting, with the primary vote

reducing a large number of alternatives to two by nomination and
then general election

• a voting agenda consisting of implementing a plurality (voting)
rule in the first round, and simple majority rule in the second round
of voting

Theorem 16 (Schumpertarian equilibrium) Duopoly partisan competitions are
evolutionary stable strategies (ESS).
Proof.  Assume the independence of irrelevant partisan alternatives (IIA
condition) is sustainable  6 third party alternatives remain minor political
parties, independent candidates remain independent, a major partisan
contestations remain viable.  ESS  Y  2 alternatives.  But ESS 6 1
dominant party and effectively 1.5 political party competition.  Two
competitive equilibriums emerge: m < 1.38 and m > 1.57.  Define this as a
Schumpetarian equilibrium, with m # , and m $ ù.  Define ,/ a
Hausdorff number, dimension, with ESS ranging from one party to strong
dominant majority party status.  Define ù / a Nakamura number,
consisting of a range of competition from weak dominant majority party
status toward two party competition.  Schumpterian competition Y
coalition adjustment / R(m),  1  #  R(m)  # ,  c  ù  #  R(m) # 2.
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Theorem 17 (Dimensionality) The number of dimensions is reducible in the number of
partisan alternatives.
Proof.  Set the number of dimensions at two or more.  For the major
partisan alternatives, the concentration ratio in vote shares is single
dimensional.  Any addition in numbers of partisan alternatives, such as by
adding a third party, increases the number of dimensions the correlation
dimension and therefore in the number of factor dimensions.  Assume a
single third party is introduced as an additional, third partisan alternative. 
This increases the number of dimensions, from one to two, increasing the
dimensionality of voting from single dimensional competition to two-
dimensional votes.  The competitors are asymmetric, given the third party
is generally an irrelevant alternative, such that the third alternative is not
viable as a first choice.  The third party introduces another dimension to
voting, with entry in some of the district elections, including one-party
districts with entry of only one of the major political parties.  In these
districts the third party is second choice.  In all the districts, the third party
is the least preferred, but a variance in the third-party vote shares generates
a second factor in the comparison among the candidates.

Theorem 18 (Dimensionality) The number of dimensions is reducible in the number of
political parties.
Proof.  As the number of political parties increases, the number of
dimensions in the vote space increases.   As the number of political parties
increases, the number of combinations of outcomes also increases, such
that the number of combinations of outcomes for voters to deliberate
increases in the number of partitions of the outcomes.  Given the
dimensionality of the vote space determines the number of outcomes; any
increase or decrease in the number of political parties determines the
number of dimensions in the measure space.
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Theorem 19 (Dimensionality) The number of dimensions is reducible in the
equilibrium number of political parties.
Proof.  Assume a range in the equilibrium number of political parties,
consisting of a finite integer set = {1, 2, 3, ...., p}.  If the ESS = 2, then
number of dimensions = 1, with zero-sum competition.  If the ESS � 2,
assume a one-party district, D or R only.  In those districts, in the absence
of some third alternatives, there are no second choice, and the number of
dimensions reduces to a single fixed point—a measure space equal to
zero—in noncompetitive districts.  If the ESS � 2, assume multiparty
competition, m f {D, R, T, ..., NPP}.  Assume the third political parties
are the third most preferred alternatives in voters’ preferences, and second
choice, in one-party districts.  Given sustainable IIA, the number of
dimensions is fewer than the number of third parties; no more than a single
composite second dimension for all of the third-party alternatives shares
combined; reducible to two for minor political parties contesting as the
second choice in a small number of districts; reducible to a single
dimension with minor political parties.

Theorem 20 (Condorcet voting cycle) The existence of third-party candidates or
partisan alternatives introduces the potential for a voting cycle in
comparisons of three or more alternatives.
Proof.  Given two major political parties, the minor political parties are
third alternatives.  Assume other alternatives are relevant alternatives in
contestation decisions, and competition with two primary alternatives. 
The probability of voting cycles is nonzero in comparisons of three or
more other alternatives.
Comment.  Assuming an unrestricted domain condition Y any of the
logically possible combinations of the three alternatives are possible as
outcomes in terms of either voter preferences or agenda design.  In the
districts with a viable third party, this introduces the possibility of a voting
cycle covering two primary alternatives.  With any introduction of a third
alternative, no unique PMR winning alternative exists.  Triopoly
competition’s � SMR.

Theorem 21 Political parties can be classified into two groups, major and minor
political parties.

Theorem 22 The evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) in primary and general election, 
voting agendas is contained in a Banach Space, with measure zero.
Evidence.  
• partisan and nonpartisan voter registration.
• primary contestation, numbers of candidates entry-exit decisions.
• general election competition, margins in vote shares.
• equilibrium numbers of political parties.
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Theorem 23 (Two-party competition theorem, competitive equilibrium)
The Nash Equilibrium is one candidate from each of the major political
parties.
Proof.  The extensive form is shown in FIGURE 2.0.  A partisan
contestation in a traditional primary generates a voting agenda, in
extensive form, shown in FIGURE 2.0.  Lemmas 1 through 4.  The
normal forms are of the primary and general election competition.  

R D DR competition

RD competition 1 2

1 1,1 1,0

2 0,1 1,1

Strategy R: 1  R: 2 D: 1 D: 2

1 0 1 0 1

2 1 0 1 1

R D DR competition

RD competition 1 2

1 1,1 0,1

2 1,0 1,1

Strategy R: 1  R: 2 D: 1 D: 2

1 1 0 1 0

2 0 1 0 1
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R D DR competition

RD competition 1 2

1 0,1 1,1

2 1,1 1,0

Strategy R: 1  R: 2 D: 1 D: 2

1 1 0 0 1

2 0 1 1 0

R D DR competition

RD competition 1 2

1 1,0 1,1

2 1,1 0,1

Strategy R: 1  R: 2 D: 1 D: 2

1 0 1 1 0

2 1 0 0 1
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Theorem 24 (California Primary theorem) The Nash Equilibrium is two candidates or
alternatives.
Proof.  Extensive form, shown in FIGURE 2.0.

D

R 1 2

1 1,1 2,0

2 0,2 1,1

Strategy R: 1  R: 2 D: 1 D: 2

1 1 0 1 0

D

R 1 2

1 1,1 0,2

2 2,0 1,1

Strategy R: 1  R: 2 D: 1 D: 2

1 0 1 0 1

D

R 1 2

1 0,2 1,1

2 1,1 2,0

Strategy R: 1  R: 2 D: 1 D: 2

1 0 1 1 0

D

R 1 2

1 2,0 1,1

2 1,1 0,2

Strategy R: 1  R: 2 D: 1 D: 2

1 1 0 0 1
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Theorem 25 (Partisan Contestation theorem, traditional primary equilibrium) 
The Nash Equilibrium is in partisan contestation decisions and duopoly
competitions.
Proof.  Extensive form, shown in FIGURE 2.0.

D

R 0 1

0 0,0 1,0

1 0,1 1,1

Strategy R: 1  R: 2 D: 1 D: 2

1 1 0 1 0

2 1 0 0 1

3 0 1 1 0

4 0 1 0 1

Theorem 26 Partisan contestation Y simple game Y zero-sum competition. 
Proof.  Theorem 23.  Assume two party competition, with the possibility
of a third alternative.  In district elections, both major political parties may
contest for election, one of the two political parties, or neither of the two
major political parties.  If both political fail to field a candidate, both
major political parties lose the seat and position.  If both contest for
election, both win nominations to stand for general election.  In one-party
districts, the seat or position is uncontested.  Assuming at least one of the
major political parties’ contests for election, this is a simple game,
generating zero sum competition between two political parties competing
for majority status. 
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Theorem 27 (Partisan Contestation theorem, runoff election equilibrium) 
The Nash Equilibrium is in primary competition and runoff elections.
Proof.  Extensive form, shown in FIGURE 2.0.

D

R 0 1

0 0,0 2,0

1 0,2 1,1

Strategy R: 1  R: 2 D: 1 D: 2

1 1 0 1 0

2 1 0 0 1

3 0 1 1 0

Proposition 4 Nonpartisan alternatives represent a third alternative, in comparison to the
two major political parties as primary partisan alternatives.

Theorem 28 Nonpartisan alternatives generate two-dimensional competition.
Proof.  Nonpartisan alternatives compete against the two major partisan
alternatives, which are also in competition with each other.  The relevant
comparisons on the voting agenda are D and R vs NPP, and D vs R.  The
correlation dimension represents a two dimensional voting space,
assuming bipartisan contestation and D: D � NPP � R and R: R � NPP �
D, and the candidates with no partisan preference are the second choice in
one-party districts.

Theorem 29 The existence of two party competition is consistent with SMR.
Conditional Proof.
• the existence of two party competition generates two alternatives.
• two party competitions produce one or two partisan alternatives.
• partisan contestations in district elections generate state party

competition for majority status.
• only two partisan alternatives are viable—exceed thresholds

established by voting procedures.
• duopoly competitions generate zero to two partisan alternatives,

with the ESS equal to two partisan alternatives competing on a
single dimension.

• third alternatives satisfy the IIA condition.
• nonpartisan alternatives satisfy the IIA condition.

Lemma 6 If the vote space is IIA, the set of outcomes contains only relevant
combinations in the choice set.
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Theorem 30 (Structure-induced equilibrium) SIE classification of results.
• bipartisan control of voting agendas 6 two alternatives 6 SMR.
• introduction of a third party alternative: duopoly competitions 6

two major party alternatives and one minor party alternative.
• duopoly competitions 6 ESS = at least one candidate and two

partisan alternatives.
• triopoly competition 6 ESS = at least two candidates and three

political parties.
• stochastic dueling with two alternatives 6 two candidates and two

political parties.
• stochastic truelling 6 at least three alternatives Y nonzero

probability of a voting cycle among the three alternatives.
• voting agenda f set of (electoral) outcomes.
• single member district plan Y voting procedure 6 two alternatives.
• district elections 6 two alternatives.
• voting procedure (plurality rule in two partisan primaries), top vote

getter 6 at least one candidate and two political parties.
• voting procedure (plurality rule in a primary), top two vote getters

6 two candidates and one political party.
• voting procedure (plurality rule in the primary election), top two

vote getters 6 two candidates and three (or more) political parties.
Theorem 31 (Primary Election theorem) Given a set of viable alternatives, a primary

election filters the set of outcomes in two rounds of voting.
Proof.  Define a traditional primary system as consisting of a primary
election, for the purposes of nominating candidates from the set of those
contesting for election.  Nonpartisan primaries may select the top two
candidates, for the purposes of general election to a single seat or position. 
Partisan primaries nominate one candidate for each major political party,
for the purposes of general election.  Assuming a large number of
candidates in either a(n) (open) primary or (closed partisan) primaries, two
rounds of voting reduce the number of alternatives to two.      

Theorem 32 (Tournament Structure theorem) Given a large number of alternatives, two
primary elections are required to filter the set of outcomes.
Proof.  Given a binomial grid search and choice, such as demonstrated in
FIGURE 1.4, and three or more candidates.  The voting agenda consists
of a first round, for nominating the top vote getting candidates, a second
round pairing of two alternatives in the same political parties, and a third
round pairing two alternatives in different political parties.  The first round
is considered a traditional primary, the second a runoff election, and the
third a general election.  The voting agenda contains three rounds of
voting.

Proposition 5 (Agenda Design) Regular elections consisting of two rounds of voting are
preferred to three or more rounds of voting.
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Theorem 33 The ESS is too reduce the number of dimensions in two rounds of voting.
Proof.  Assume the ESS is two rounds of voting, on a voting agenda or
calender schedule consisting of a primary and general election.  The first
round of voting is a group decision to nominate or select a candidate.  The
second round of voting is a group decision to establish majority party
status.  Introducing a third alternative generates two dimensional state
party competition.  A two-dimensional vote space is reducible to a single
dimension of combinations or outcomes, given a partitioning of the
alternatives in groups or clusters defined as major and minor party
alternatives or dimensions in competition.  The groups satisfy the
condition of independence of irrelevant alternatives, such that irrelevant
alternatives are not contained in the combinations of choice.  By
separating groups into minor and major party dimensions, competition is
single dimensional between two contesting alternatives.  A partisan
contestation on major and minor party dimensions implies multiparty zero-
sum competition amongst a large number of candidates, with only major
partisan alternatives competing of majority party status, and therefore
relevant for two parties, states competition.  The ESS may sustain a
number of alternatives less than or equal to two, with convergence to
fewer than two candidates per-primary and general election (i.e.,
uncontested elections), uncontested reelection, single-party
control—inclusive of a large number of candidates contesting for
nomination and a runoff primary for the purposes of election in a one-party
district, and multiparty contestation amongst a small number of candidates
for nomination, and therefore effectively fewer than two political parties
competing for majority status.

Theorem 34 (Schattschneider) Introducing more than two alternatives forms a
multidimensional voting space.
Proof.  The existence of two party competition is single dimensional.  The
introduction of third alternative produces two-dimensional votes.

Theorem 35 Primary elections filter the number of alternatives to be considered and
deliberated for purposes of nomination and general election.
Proof.  Theorems 29 through 32, and Proposition 4.

Theorem 36 Primary elections filter the number of candidates to be considered and
deliberated for purposes of nomination and general election.
Proof.  Setting the number of candidates equal to the number of
alternatives, the size, large or small, determines the number of rounds of
voting.  The voting agenda may range from one to three rounds of voting
based on the size of the number of candidates.  The number partisan
candidates are equal to the range of partisan contestation for nomination
and general election.
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Lemma 7 (Linear Vote Space) A near-linearly correlated, dimension is a dependent
subset of alternatives, and whenever contained on an agenda generates the
number of combinations in a set of outcomes.

Theorem 37 Primary elections filter the number of political parties to be considered and
deliberated for purposes of nominating and generally  electing a majority.
Proof.  Setting the number of political parties equal to the number of
partisan alternatives, the alternatives are distinguishable by the IIA
(independence of irrelevant alternatives) into binary classifications of
major and minor political parties.  The number of political parties
determines the number of viable candidates, contesting for nomination and
general election to office, by seat or position.  The IIA establishes a
condition for comparing a set of alternatives, with combinations of voter
preferences, to a set of outcomes in a voting space.  Where a group decides
majority party status, some alternatives are not relevant for forming a
voting majority, such as minor 1) third-party alternatives’ 2) independent
candidates and 3) nonpartisan ballots or fusion tickets.
Evidence.  
• major political parties = two alternatives Y SMR.
• minor political parties = third alternatives Y third choice, if the

third alternative is IIA Y choice is among the major political
parties Y majority status 6 choice between two alternatives Y
SMR.

• minor political parties = third alternatives Y second or third
choice, if these alternatives are IIA Y choice between one and two
alternatives $ SMR.

• minor political parties = third alternatives Y second choice Y
substitute for one of the two major political parties Y choice
between two alternatives Y SMR.

Theorem 38 The Primary choice set is equal to the number of candidate entry and exit
decisions and the number of political parties.

Theorem 39 The dimensionality of the choice set is equal to number of (partisan and
nonpartisan) alternatives contesting for nomination.

Theorem 40 The ESS in the primary vote mechanism is two alternatives contesting for
nomination and single dimensional competition.

Theorem 41 The primary choice set equals Duverger’s Law.
Proof.  Given a new redistricting process, new single member districts,
and two rounds of voting.  The evidence demonstrates a primary vote
mechanism generating two alternatives from four candidates based on
plurality rule. 

Theorem 42 Primary contestation decisions generate two-dimensional competition
within a finite integer range of candidates and political parties.
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Lemma 8 The number of combinations generated is determined by a finite integer set
of candidates and political parties.

Theorem 43 A partition of a finite integer range of candidates and political parties
generates the number of dimensions in partisan competition.

Theorem 44 Primary elections filter the dimensionality of the set of outcomes  to be
considered and deliberated for purposes of nominating and generally 
electing a majority.
Proof.  Two party competition hypothesis  Y  two partisan alternatives
contesting for nominating and general election  Y  SMR  Y majority rule
voting game Y simple game.  Zero-sum competition hypothesis 6
convergence to two partisan alternatives.
Evidence (see also Theorem 9).
• Major political parties Y single dimensional competition.
• Major political parties Y two party competition.
• two party competition Y single dimensional set of outcomes.
• voting space with a small number of relevant alternatives Y

number of combinations in the set of outcomes.
• two party competition Y zero-sum state party competition for

majority status Y simple voting game Y two alternatives Y voting
space (with a small number of alternatives) Y number of
combinations in the set of outcomes Y single dimensional.

Lemma 9 (Agenda Design) structure of voting agendas determines the number of
outcomes.  
Proof.  Voting agendas / tree diagram.  Voting agendas d Decision space. 
Groupings of major and minor political alternatives to be deliberated and
considered.  Partitioning the decision space structure a set of group
decisions.  Measure space is single dimensional in the number of
combinations.

Theorem 45 (Agenda Design) structure of primary nomination and general election
filters.
Proof.  Voting agenda f two rounds of voting, in sequences of nominating
and electing candidates for seats or positions.  

Theorem 46 (Agenda Design) two rounds of voting require plurality rule, first-past-the-
post, or top vote getter to determine nomination of candidates for general
election.
Proof.  Two primaries filter a large number of candidates to two
alternatives.  
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Theorem 47 (Agenda Design) four types of voting agendas in two rounds of voting, 
with plurality rule, top vote getting thresholds, as the voting procedures for
nominating and electing candidates.
Proof.  Agenda sequences consisting of a partisan primary and general
election, partisan primary and runoff election, nonpartisan primary and
general election, nonpartisan primary and partisan or runoff election. 
Partisan convention nomination of candidates and then general election on
nonpartisan ballots is not a primary and general election sequence.

Theorem 48 A voting agenda and procedure filter the set of alternatives.
Proof.  A given agenda design Y filter.  Number of rounds of sequential
voting f Tournament Structure or Filter.  Filter d Decision Space Y tree
diagram Y time line Y agenda sequence or calender schedule of decisions
Y string of information.  Sequential votes are neither staggered, nor
proportionate in time, nor repeating, in round robin format.  Agenda
sequences are in acyclic paths reducing the number of alternatives.  
Description.  (Model 4, FIGURE 1.4) binomial grid search and choice
through a voting agenda consisting of three rounds of voting, beginning
with a reduction from large number of candidates and political parties, a
second round to reduce the number of alternatives to only two with
comparisons in the same political party, and a third round pairing the two
winners nominated in the runoff for purposes of two-party competition—
duopoly contestation—and (competitive) general election Y SMR.

Definition 33 x 0 D / set of alternatives, major and minor elements.
Definition 34 x 0 X / a set of alternatives in a vote or policy space.
Definition 35 x 0 < X \ {x} > / binary relation f quotient space—an agenda design /

proposals in a coordinate or measure space.
Definition 36 x 0 '(X) / elements in a group decision space.
Definition 37 x 0 -(X) / number of combinations in a set of outcomes.
Definition 38 x 0 C(X) / selections in a choice set.

1 2Definition 39 D< L  L  > = -1  /  zero-sum competition in a correlation dimension
Theorem 49 The independence of irrelevant alternatives is a set of alternatives such

that for each x ó D, x 0 X.
Theorem 50 The independence of irrelevant alternatives is a set of alternatives such

that for each x ó D, x 0 < X \ {x} >.
Theorem 51 The independence of irrelevant alternatives is a set of alternatives such

that for each x ó D, x 0 '(X).
Theorem 52 The independence of irrelevant alternatives is a set of alternatives such

that for each x ó D, x ó -(X).
Theorem 53 The independence of irrelevant alternatives is a set of alternatives such

that for each x ó D, x ó C (X). 
Theorem 54 The independence of irrelevant alternatives is a set of alternatives such

1 2that for each x ó D, D< L  L  > = -1.
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Theorem 55 (Reducibility theorem) The evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) is too
reduce the number of alternatives into two groups, in two rounds of voting.
Evidence.
• contestation decisions by introducing alternatives.
• the set of partisan alternatives contesting for primary nomination

and general election.
• partisan and nonpartisan contestation decisions.
• the number of candidates, large or small.
• reducibility of the number of candidates in two rounds of voting.
• reducing the number of candidates for nomination in a primary and

runoff election.
• reducing the number of partisan candidates to two, by nominating

two major party candidates.
• general election balloting on two alternatives.
• extending and implementing a voting procedure.
• voting rules with a threshold requirement in vote shares to attain

endorsement or nomination and election.
• plurality rule voting, for the top vote getter, top two vote getters
• simple majority rule voting for pure majority rule winning

alternatives.
• the number of rounds of voting, one, two, or three. 
• district planning, new districts designed from redistricting, single

or multi-member district elections.
• major or minor partisan alternatives, multi or third party

alternatives, independent candidates, and cross filing to attain no
partisan designation for general election (D and R in the Primary,
N in the General Election), a fusion ticket, slate, or ballot
consisting of partisan, bipartisan, multiparty, or no partisan
designation.

• group decision to endorse or nominate and elect candidates in two
rounds of voting.

• number of political parties.
• number of dimensions in the vote or decision space.
• number of voter preference combinations for the set of alternatives.
• number of dimensions in partisan competition.
• degree of complexity of the voting agenda, agenda design.
• number of rounds of voting whenever a voter preference majority

for a candidate or political party exists.
• uncontested elections, term limitations, incumbency reelection.
• team component, nominate the top two.
• runoff election, same two.
• only two alternatives, two rounds of voting.
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Empirical Analysis of Partisan Contestation in Campaign 2010

What is the result of the new voting procedure, under the new districts enacted for the
2010 California Primary and General Election?   In terms of partisan contestation, the two major
political parties, the State Democrat and Republican Party’s were the first choice, the first and
second choice, and both choices in the aftermath of the Primary.  Under the new district plan, the
most frequent outcome was to have nominated a Democrat and Republican candidate, with a
greater number of votes having been cast for the Democrat candidate.  In the 153 Assembly,
Senatorial, and Congressional seats up for election in Campaign 2010, a DR outcome occurred in
81 of these districts.  These DR outcomes represent the modal outcome after redistricting.

In terms of partisan contestation, the findings reported in GRAPH 1.1, demonstrated
electoral outcomes consisting of DR > RD > DD > RR as a result of the new districts and voting
procedure.  As shown in the table below GRAPH 1.1, approximately three-quarters, or 75.8%, of
the voting outcomes were the same as though a regular primary and general election had been
held.  In these districts, both a Democrat and Republican candidates were nominated, and then
proceeded to campaign for general election to these legislative positions.

In the other quarter of these legislative districts, either two Democrats or two Republicans
were nominated.  Instead of a general election, a runoff election was held between the two
candidates in the same political party, for the purposes of election to office.  After the
redistricting process, this results indicate the new districts and voting procedure generated one-
party districts.  Like one-party districts in other states, the two rounds of voting proceeded with a
primary and then runoff election between the candidates in the same political party.

The one-party districts clearly diverge from a traditional primary and general election. 
Generally speaking, after a redistricting, the expectation is that there are a greater proportion of
districts with only one political party contesting for election.  In some instances, the explanations
involve incumbency reelection, so that a partisan contestation by the opposition political party
may be made more expensive and complicated in new districts.  However, under this voting
procedure, there were two major candidates contesting for election, guaranteeing a greater level
of contestation in the general election.  In the absence of the new voting procedure, there may
been an even number of districts, than eight, with uncontested primary and general elections.

In GRAPH 1.1 (and Appendix I), the analysis of variance among these outcomes
produces a measure space that included uncontested elections in the same category as those with
two candidates from the same political party.  Since there were only 8 instances, of Democrats
running uncontested for election, this analysis combines the districts with a DD or D outcome in
the same category to test the models and theory presented in this study.  There were no instances
of an uncontested Republican, nomination and election, producing three outcomes different from
a traditional primary: D, DD, & RR consisting of 8, 20, and 9 districts.  As a proportion of the
voting outcomes, these outcomes represent the more controversial changes for district elections.  
However these instances are interpreted, they would not be possible under a traditional primary
and general election.  Even so, the trends in voter registration and likely effects of redistricting on
outcomes imply that there would have been an increase in the number of one-party districts, and
uncontested elections.  Under the new districts and voting procedure, there were somewhat
competitive intra-party campaigns in 29 of these 37 one-party districts.
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Inasmuch partisan contestations increased, after redistricting into a greater proportion of
one-party districts, the new voting procedure made some difference in candidate entry decisions
and the number of partisan alternatives.  In analysis, not fully reported here, the number of
candidates ranged from 1 to 13 candidates, with an average range between 1 to 6 and a median of
3 candidates contesting for nomination.  According to simulation results, the distribution of the
number of candidates, across the 153 legislative districts, is similar, but not approximately equal 
to a chi-square distribution with three degrees of freedom, and a Pareto distribution with
skewness equal to 3.6 and minimum value too at least one candidate.

The impact of introducing additional alternatives is described in GRAPH 1.2.  In this
comparison, there is no distinction between DR and RD, because this categorization depends on
analysis of election returns to determine numbers of votes and vote shares or concentration ratios. 
Instead, this finding describes pairings of Democrat and Republican candidates nominated and
then contesting for general election as if a traditional primary had been held.  This outcome
represents 112 of the 153 districts being elected, or 73.2% of these newly designed legislative
districts.  The number of one-party elections after redistricting is a little less straightforward since
these districts now represent a range of partisan contestations, from uncontested election, two
candidates nominated for a runoff election, and a nonpartisan alternative as the second choice for
election, instead of the other major party’s candidate.

More generally, the results in GRAPH 1.2 indicate the irrelevance of third party and
nonpartisan alternatives.  Specifically, in only a very few districts were third political party
candidates viable, and these campaigns can best be described as situations where the second
major party did not contest the election.  Based on voter registration data, the new districts
suggest these are generally one-party districts, or districts, with a relatively small base of votes
for the second major party.  Under the traditional primary, it is likely that both political parties
would have nominated candidates, and the weaker of the two major political parties, would be
expected to lose the general election by a large margin.  How important is it to have the second
political party contest, in legislative districts where candidates are likely to attain less than one
third of the vote?

Under the new voting procedure, having the top two vote getters nominated produce two
candidates in one-party districts.  What types of voting outcomes are likely to occur, in these one-
party districts?   As reported in the table below GRAPH 1.2, some of the one-party districts were
uncontested, but either another challenger from the same political party, or a nonpartisan
alternative provided a second choice to the major political party in these otherwise
noncompetitive districts.  Given the chances of a second candidate, from the same political party,
winning election, this is likely to provide a more even division of the votes, in the runoff
election, than a general election contest against a weak major political party’s candidate. 
Because all of the incumbents won renomination the new districts and voting procedure resulted
in all of the incumbents that ran for reelection, finishing amongst the top two vote getters in the
primary.  Since none of the nonpartisan, no party preference, or third party candidates won
election, only D and R candidates were relevant alternatives.  When either D or R did not finish
in the top two, or there was a one-party district, the second choice was an NPP candidate and not
a third party alternative.
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The findings, so far, indicate the strength of the two major political parties in contesting
for nomination and election.  Of the two political parties, the Democrat Party won more districts,
and fielded more candidates.  However, the districts with RD or RR outcomes, fielded more
candidates, had some nonpartisan opposition, and produced more votes cast.   In both the RD and
RR districts, the average margin of victory, in vote shares, was significantly less than districts
with a DR outcome.  In summary, the Republican districts were more competitive under the new
district plan, and the voting procedure had little impact on the outcomes in the Republican
districts, with the exception that this may have produced a slightly greater division amongst two
or three Republican candidates narrowing to two and then one, being elected, from a primary and
a runoff instead of a general election.  The Democrats’ districts had less partisan contestation, but
there were more districts with a Republican opponent or a stronger primary challenger, forcing a
runoff election, than there would have been with a traditional primary.  The placement of Peace
and Freedom, Democrat candidates on the general election ballot also created a second choice, in
a few of the one-party districts that either were uncontested or had no Republican candidate.

The first two findings, with regard to a partisan contestation in the primary election,
describe the number of candidates and candidate entry decisions.  The numbers of partisan
alternatives produced by these contestation decisions vary most by the second choice: R, D, or
NPP.  The number of somewhat viable partisan alternatives ranged from one to five, with
nonpartisan candidates a sixth alternative.  The sets of partisan alternatives include D and R, the
third political parties, the Libertarian Party (L) and Green Party (G), and the Peace and Freedom,
Democrat, endorsement.  Inasmuch the introduction of the third alternative makes a difference in
partisan contestation and competition there is some evidence of two dimensional voting in a few
districts with a third party or nonpartisan alternative as the second choice.  In most of the
districts, however, the important contestation decisions were from the State Democrat and
Republican Parties, and not from the introduction of a third alternative.  The noncompetitiveness
of the third parties will be indicated later, in terms of vote shares, and the viability of the political
parties attaining threshold percentages, such as five percent of the vote.  Even in the districts with
somewhat viable third parties, these candidates may not have been relevant to the voting
outcome, at least in terms of generating a voting cycle among the three partisan alternatives. 
Given the small number of state political parties potentially able to contest for major party status,
the three third parties remained in a group of minor political parties, at least until after the 2010
Election.

By district,  there was a range, from one to five, in the number of political parties
contesting for election.  There was only one Congressional District, of the fifty-three, that had all
five of the major and minor political parties contesting for the seat or position in the California
delegation.  The modal category, in 101 of the 153 contests, is two partisan alternatives.

As an outcome, this occurred even though there were no limits on the number of political
parties.  The new voting procedure pertains to the top two vote getters, yet any of political parties
or the nonpartisan alternative could have been selected as first or second choice.  What is
important is that the number of political parties are determinative of the number of dimensions
voted on.  In this setting, the number of political parties is effectively two, generating the set of
outcomes observed in GRAPHS 1.1 & 1.2.
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The findings in GRAPH 1.3 indicate the tendency of partisan contestation decisions to
generate two alternatives.  This tendency occurred in two-thirds of the district elections.  Even so,
there were thirty-one districts, comprising approximately one-fifth of the district elections where
a third alternative contested for nomination.  These third alternatives did not qualify amongst the
top two alternatives confirming these as minor partisan alternatives to those competing for major
party status.

Under the new districts and voting procedure, district elections were uncontested by the
introduction of a nonpartisan alternative as the second choice, or only one candidate, generally an
incumbent, contesting for (re)election.  In those 17 districts, half the uncontested elections
involved no second candidate (8, 1D), with the second choice in the other 9 districts a candidate
with no partisan preference (NPP).  Given this result, the effect of nonpartisan candidates on
district elections was the most successful introduction of third alternatives to D and R partisan
contestation decisions.  However, these results also indicate NPP only as a second choice in the
absence of an R or D partisan contestation.  Because these candidates do not file petition
signatures in both political parties since the 1958 Election, their nomination and potential
election requires the new voting procedure for a nonpartisan primary, with the top two vote
getters nominated to contest for general election.

The obvious effect to change both the redistricting process and electoral institutions, in a
bipartisan direction, implies a set of voting rules restoring previous California traditions in
nonpartisanship.  The use of a blanket primary, similar to those in four other states, including the
nonpartisan Louisiana Primary, suggests how this intended to provide a nonpartisan primary and
general election structure: something which is only possible by removing partisan designation
from all the candidates.  Another method for attaining a nonpartisan general election is to allow
partisan, D or R, candidates to file petition signatures for nomination in both political parties.  By
cross filing, if the candidate wins both primaries, no partisan designation (an N) is listed on the
general election ballot.  In some instances, depending on which primary the candidate won the
most votes, and had a partisan preference, the campaigns may be reported as R-D or D-R
candidates, so that the party winning majority status included members nominated by both
political parties: a fusion ticket.  This latter system, which was in extensive use in California
before the 1961 redistricting, maintained the major status of the R and D political parties.  The
designation of nonpartisan candidates for general election is not the same as a nonpartisan
primary, with the potential for electing candidates with no party preference.  In the 2010
campaign, the NPP designation was more frequently contesting Democrat candidates as the
second choice.  Unlike the previous nomination system that seemed to favor Republican
candidates, this current situation seems to involve districts where the Republican Party would
have contested under the previous voting procedure, but did not do so under the new rule because
no candidate would have qualified among the top two vote getters.  Instead, a third or second
Republican candidates contested in safer districts, increasing primary competition in those
districts, and therefore creating opportunities for a third alternative to contest for nomination in
the one-party Democrats’ districts.  The result of the new single member districts and voting
procedure is still two party D & R competition, with the primary reducing the number of
candidates to two alternatives, for the purposes of simple majority rule in the general election.
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The tendency of single member districts, and in this case, new single member districts, to
produce two political parties is demonstrated in GRAPH 1.3.  In the 2010 Campaign, the new
districts averaged 2.2 political parties, with a range from 1 to 3 political parties contesting for
nomination.  By averaging 2 political parties, and this constituting both the modal and median
category in numbers of political parties, the tendency toward two party competition is verified by
the results on the 2010 Primary.  Whereas the new districts, and trends in partisan registration,
may have been expected to produce fewer than two alternatives.  These findings confirm partisan
contestation decisions, reported in GRAPH 1.4 averaging four candidates per-district primary,
ranging from two to six alternatives.  Findings that demonstrate the new voting rule generated
two alternatives.  Not only were two alternatives the outcome of district elections, but there was
more extensive primary competition, in terms of numbers of candidates and fewer one-party
districts, or districts with uncontested elections.  By supplementing two party competition, at a
time of decline in one of the two major partisan alternatives, the new procedure produced more
competitive general elections with a second alternative consisting of the strongest challenges
from within the same political parties, a  nonpartisan second alternative in the absence of R or D
candidates, and in a few instances, third parties endorsement after the Primary.

As a consequence, the new single member districts were consistent with two party
competition, and there is some evidence the new districts increased state partisan competition in
the primary and general election.  In the presence of two party competition, the evidence also
confirms partisan contestation decisions resulted in 1D and 1R candidate nominated in three
quarters of the district elections.  By generally reducing the number of alternatives to the same
two political parties, the new districts and voting procedure made only minor differences in the
district elections, providing for a third alternative as a second choice.  Considering these second
choices as also irrelevant alternatives, reduces the set of outcomes to four: DD, DR, RD, RR. 
Duverger’s Law, in the case of California Primary, implies reducibility of a set of alternatives,
including third parties and nonpartisan candidates, to two alternatives and four outcomes relevant
for the combinations of voter preference and two party competition.

The implications of partisan contestation decisions are several, with effects on the
numbers of political parties and dimensionality of state partisan competition.  In this case,
partisan contestation decisions produced a large number candidates in some districts, and
consistently produced four alternatives for nominating and two alternatives, usually one from
each of the major political parties, for campaigning in the general election.  Whereas candidate
entry and exit decisions were influenced by new districts, and erosion of voter registration in both
major political parties, the bipartisan redistricting and nonpartisan primary may have also
increased the number of primary candidates and encouraged more primary competition, and
therefore runoff elections, than would have been the case with a partisan district plan and a large
number of uncontested districts.
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The reducibility of the outcomes to two, and therefore four combinations is important,
given any changes in the primaries’ requirements for nominating or endorsing candidates to
qualify for election.  Given the problems in maintaining two party competition, changes in
partisan registration, candidate entry and exit decisions, redistricting processes, and new district
boundaries imply fewer than two outcomes, with possibilities of mostly D and RD outcomes. 
When the numbers of alternatives are relevant, in terms of voter registration, partisan
contestation decisions, and introducing viable third alternatives, voting and partisan competition
is multidimensional and therefore generates a more complicated set of information requirements
for voters to construct preference combinations.  Once constructed, voter preference
combinations that include third alternatives may be necessary for voters to participate in a
primary election, where they will need to rank candidates in the same political, perhaps that they
prefer, rank candidates in the other major party, that they do not prefer, and take into account the
possibilities of third party or nonpartisan alternatives.  Given the election returns, once these
nominating elections are completed, the voters’ preferences require a comparison of two partisan
alternatives from different political parties, the same political party, or a comparison of one of the
major political parties candidates, a frontrunner, to either a nonpartisan candidate or an endorsed
factional candidate contesting as a third alternative.  Because the third alternatives were the
second choice, the two rounds of voting still reduced the number of alternatives to two and then
produced a simple majority rule winning alternative between the parties contesting for majority
status.  

The effect of reducing the set of outcomes, to the four to six alternatives (= {D, DD, DR,
RD, RR, R}) specified in FIGURE 1.2, explains substantial amounts of the variance in partisan
contestation and competition in the 2010 California Primary and General Election.  The analysis
of variance explains outcomes in partisan contestation, frequencies, categories summarized in
charts by (House, Senate, & Congressional) District, number of political parties, and numbers of
candidates.  Some of this ANOVA is reported throughout GRAPH 2 and TABLE 1, with graphs
of the results in TABLE 1 presented in an appendix.

Among the set of four electoral outcomes (={DD, DR, RD, RR}), there were some
marginal differences in the numbers of votes cast in the primary election, with the most cast in
the RD districts.  New districts with more votes cast for Republican than Democrat candidates. 
Within each of the four outcomes, there was no significant difference in the numbers of votes
cast, indicating the principal differences are for comparisons between these political parties and
not among the candidates.  The findings in GRAPH 2.1 also reveal significant differences in the
number of votes in Assembly, Congressional, and Senatorial Districts.  By explaining thirty six
percent of the differences in the numbers of primary votes cast, the tabulated results describe
some of the differences in the size of the electorates voting for House, Congressional
Representative, and Senate candidates in new districts.  With uncontested elections producing, by
far, the least numbers of votes, the ANOVA votes cast by legislative district type finds
substantial differences in the numbers of votes cast for candidates elected to serve in the same
legislature.

There is also some evidence, shown in GRAPH 2.2, of marginal differences in the
number of candidates, contesting for nomination.  The largest average number of candidates was
in the districts with two Republican candidates finishing among the top two vote getters.  The
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significantly lower number of candidates in the RD districts, suggests there was primary
competition between two Republican and one Democrat in these districts.  In the safest
Republican districts, in terms of partisan voter registration data, the large number of candidates
also indicates primary competition among two or three Republican candidates for nomination, by
placing in the top two.  For the State Republican Party, in minority status in The Legislature, the
new districts and voting procedure increased competition in the primary.  It did not produce an
increase, in the size of the Republican delegations, instead resulting in fewer than one third of the
positions electing Republicans to Assembly and Senatorial Districts.  By attaining veto proof
ness, the California House and Senate Chambers became less competitive from the new districts
and primary voting procedure, as a result in the decline of two party competition.

The findings in GRAPH 2.2 are also generally revealing with regard to partisan
contestation decisions.  In the RR districts, there were more than four candidates contesting for
nomination.  By comparison, in the RD districts, the most two party competitive districts, the
number of candidates averaged three candidates, one D and two R candidates contesting for
nomination.  Only the DR outcome had approximately four candidates, either three Democrats
and one Republican, or two candidates from each political party contesting for nomination.  In
the DR districts the (fifteen percent) difference in vote shares between the leading Democrat
candidate, and either another Democrat or a Republican indicated that these are not two party
competitive districts.  In the general election, Democrats won all of these elections, in the largest
category of new districts.  Democrats also competed for and won a small percentage of the RD
districts with vote mobilization in the general election than far exceed a primary election turnout. 
Given the two party competitions for RD districts, it is likely that the new voting rule increased
partisan contestations in the RR, DR, and DD districts, with more candidates entering because
they have a chance to finish in the top two and therefore qualify for a position in the general
election campaign.  In the absence of this incentive, there would likely have been two or fewer
candidates in the RR and DR districts, and more uncontested D districts given the trends in two
party competition by districts and statewide partisan competition for legislative majority status. 

The findings in GRAPH 2.3 indicate significant differences in the number of political
parties by outcome, implying some variance in the number of dimensions in partisan
competition.  As expected, the number of political parties is more than two in the RD and DR
districts, the districts with the most two party competition.  The marginal difference greater than
two indicates some introduction of third alternatives, resulting in multiparty, two-dimensional
partisan competition.  The presence of third alternatives in the minority party-Republican (RR)
districts also indicate the contestation to substitute other, nonpartisan and third party, alternatives
as the second choice in these Republican districts.  Given the implosion of partisan registration,
which took place in some of the safer Republican districts, which had incumbents, this may
indicate some of the weakness of increasingly less than two party competition for majority status
in The Legislature.  These findings suggest the third alternatives were most active in the
Republican districts (RD & RR), with more than four candidates and two political parties.  The
safe D, DD, districts had the fewest candidates and consistently a second Democrat nominee, a
minor Republican Party candidate, or a third party as the second choice.  Among the RR & RD
districts, a set of minor third (Libertarian and Green) party and nonpartisan (NPP) candidates
provided additional electoral challenges to Republican contesting in these new districts.
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Empirical Analysis of Partisan Competition in Campaign 2010

Besides the dimensionality of competition generated by partisan contestation decisions,
the other testable hypothesis in this model of voting involves the existence of two party
competition.  As demonstrated by the previous findings, partition contestations determines the
number of alternatives, and this is generally reducible to two with a primary and general election
system.  In addition to determining the number of candidates, partisan contestations establish the
information requirements for state partisan competition, for majority status.  For voters, at least
in a primary election, the number of preference combinations is greater than what remains as
outcomes of a primary, for the purposes of generally electing candidates.  The comparisons’
voters have to make vary, under different district boundaries and voting rules so that it is possible
to generate different numbers of candidates, numbers of political parties, and therefore the
dimensionality of competition.  Since only relevant outcomes matter, in terms of constructing
legislative majorities, the competition for major party status implies a reducibility of the number
of viable, major and minor, alternatives to two or fewer alternatives.  By doing so, this reduces
competition to a single dimension, involving zero-sum competition between two alternatives,
where state party competition constitutes a simple game, with majority rule winners and losers in
pursuit of legislative majority status.  Organizing the majority political party is therefore the
established as the principal outcome in a majority rule voting game.

As suggested by the previous findings, the set of alternatives may be classified into major
and minor alternatives, with most third party and nonpartisan alternatives relegated to minor
party status.  The introduction of a third alternative generally does not produce sets of
alternatives likely to generate voter preference combinations consistent with voting cycles. 
Instead, the third alternatives are consistently the third choice, with the two major party 
alternatives both preferred to the third alternatives.  When there are one-party districts, based on
voter preferences, or changes resulting from the design of new districts with status quo
incumbent elective officials, introducing a third alternative may provide a second choice in some 
district elections.  In other districts, there may be only one alternative, an incumbent, two
alternatives, the incumbent and a challenger, and at most one candidate in the minor, second
political party contesting in the general election.  In these situations, redistricting produces
uncontested reelections, with some partisan advantage, usually for the majority party, and for the
incumbents in both political parties.  Given the absence of single dimensional competition,
between the major political parties, introducing third alternatives may provide second choices in
a second dimension of competition.  This competition is not directly zero-sum with either one of
the major political parties, but multiparty competition in several dimensions can be zero-sum
where there are no additional (e.g., independent) candidates and (e.g., nonpartisan) alternatives. 
Given multiple alternatives, as the second choice, in one-party districts, the competition is
multidimensional and not zero-sum.

Testing the two-party competition hypothesis involves estimating the zero-sum exchange,
in this case, of legislative districts resulting from competition for vote shares.  As demonstrated
by this case, the competition in votes shares occur in two rounds of voting, with a primary and
general election.  By establishing a new voting agenda, the vote shares in the California Primary
were formed under new districts.
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The campaigns won nomination in a setting where the incentive to form teams may
encourage the local political parties to contest nomination, with two candidates, instead of the
traditional endorsement of a single candidate.  By nominating two candidates, the political parties
not only guarantee winning the district, both insure the largest vote mobilization for their
candidates in a primary election.  Given the decrease in votes cast, with uncontested elections
generating the fewest votes cast, the use of a top two, vote getting, plurality rule establishes not
only an organizational incentive for a partisan contestation, but an incentive for candidates to
enter the campaign to contest for nomination in what would otherwise be relatively secure
Democrat (D, DD, DR) or Republican (RR) districts.  This incentive to form teams may have
decreased the number of uncontested primaries and encouraged more candidates to enter and
contest primaries in what is secure for one or the other major political parties.

By encouraging the formation of teams, sets of two candidates from the same political
party may contest against the other candidates and partisan alternatives.  By both winning
nomination, this not guarantees partisan control but increases partisan over candidate
competition.  By doing so, this increases the importance of major party status, decreases the
importance of candidate entry and third party contestation, and increases competition for
nomination and election.  Under the new single member districts (SMDs) and voting procedure,
the primary establishes a multi member district to contest for nomination, and a then majority
voting between two alternatives for election.

The analysis of ternary graphs reveals the evolutionary stable strategy, from constructing
new districts with partisan voter registration, through the nomination and election of candidates
to SMD legislative seats.  In GRAPH 3, the ESS converges to two parties, zero-sum,
competition to win SMD elections.  Assuming a status quo, in partisan registration, redistricting
establishes a new status quo by redrawing the boundary lines for, in this case, 80 Assembly
Districts, 40 Senatorial Districts, and 53 Congressional Districts in the House of Representatives. 
The new SMDs provides a status quo for a primary and general election, in partisan registration. 
The new redistricting process, adopted by statewide referendum, emphasized the importance of
bipartisan agreement, to prevent boundary adjustments from being manipulated by the party with
majority status, to produce more secure districts for the majority party in areas with no
incumbent, and to secure renomination and election of incumbents in the majority party
contesting for reelection.  Because a citizen’s committee is not an independent Board or
Commission, and therefore part of State Government, the committee did not propose district
plans to The Legislature, or the Governor’s Cabinet.  Instead, the committee engaged in strategic
planning with the stated intent to draw lines to produce improvements in district planning and
attain bipartisan agreement on a single member district plan.  The new process was adopted to
prevent  manipulation of boundaries by the majority party, which had occurred in the 1951 and
1981 redistricting, and to encourage multi candidate and multiparty competition at a time of two
party erosions in partisan registration and a decline in the competitiveness of the State
Republican Party in legislative districts.
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As the redistricting committee organized public meetings, the process drifted from
promoting more competitive districts to redesigning the districts to provide incentives to compete
on some basis in each district.  The process began as an effort at reapportionment, more closely
approximating county boundaries in line drawing, and to prevent any manipulation of boundaries
for candidate and/or partisan advantage.  Lastly, the committee attempted to draw district
boundaries that would produce the same levels of partisan contestation and two party competition
in Assembly, Senatorial, and Congressional Districts, so that it would not be the case that
candidates and political parties competing for one type of legislative districts would have
different advantage than candidates at the other level do not.  The perception that the 1981 plan
had advantaged Democrat incumbents at one level, and favored Democrats in newly created
districts at another, appeared to provide the information for opposing creating, for example more
Republican districts in one chamber of the legislature, securing Democrat incumbents in the
other, and providing similar districts so that incumbents would have a better chance at reelection
at the federal level.  Instead, the statements from the committee maintained bipartisan agreement
that the goals for both the redrawing the lines and establishing a new district plan was neither for
the purposes of partisan nor incumbency manipulation.

The public discussion appears to have considered and deliberated getting away from two
party competition, and any form of strategic manipulation of district boundaries.  Some of those
suggested a more open process, in support of the new primary election and voting rule.  Other
discussions emphasize redrawing lines that fit local conditions, and therefore improving
connections between local and state government.  Still other public comments contained some
discussion of what to do about districts in areas with declining partisan registration, increasing
percentages of voters registered under other categories, ballot structure with large numbers of
independent or minor party candidates.  Besides the long ballot, and thus, a concern about
multidimensional partisan competition, there was greater support for improving competition in
the primaries, with additional second and third choices, larger fields of candidates, and other
suggestions for reducing the importance of two party competition, in the form of repeated
duopoly competitions between the Democrat and Republican Party that either result in landslide
general elections—safe one-party districts, or uncontested reelection of incumbents.

Firstly, because district boundaries are not contained or overlapping, the formation of new
districts required with the same average level of partisan contestation and competition in vote
shares was a complicated task.  Yet the rest of the ANOVA findings, not reported here, indicate
there were no significant, and only random, differences in partisan registration or vote shares by
Assembly, Senatorial, and Congressional Districts.  The only significant variance among
legislative districts is reported, in terms of numbers of votes cast.  Given the substantial
differences in population, a variance in the numbers of votes cast is not surprising for comparing
across these three types of legislative districts.  What is surprising is the significant amount of the
variance, reported in GRAPH 2.1, in ranges of votes cast within categories of districts.

Secondly, there seems to have been a bipartisan effort to reduce partisan or candidate-
based manipulation of districts.  Reduce partisan and incumbent influence over drawing the lines,
and therefore design district boundaries with strategic planning instead of a Board or
Commission responsibility, with Legislative and Gubernatorial approval.  The redistricting
process was not intended to eliminate two party competition, or does nothing but react to changes
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in state population.  There may have been public sentiment to reduce the influence of
partisanship, introduce new alternatives to the field of candidates, and  improve the primaries by
making them more organized and competitive.

The findings in GRAPH 3.1 indicate the plurality status of the California Democrat
Party, the increasingly less than one-third of the electorate California Republican Party, and the
increasing proportion of voters registered in some other category.  The citizen’s committee drew
district boundaries in an environment where the steady erosion of two party registration, and
Republican registration was already a matter of public discussion.  Prior to the redistricting
process, there had been an abrupt decline in Republican registration, and a slight increase in two
party registration, indicating a surge in support for the Democratic Party.  The finding in
GRAPH 3.1 indicates three parties, or triopoly, competition in voter registration shares.  This
finding confirms the preference for another alternative: a finding consistent with the introduction
of a third alternative, viable enough to introduce the possibility of voting cycles and
multidimensional competition.

Because redistricting ends with a new set of single member districts, the partisan voters’
registration data for the new districts represents the beginning of the primary and election
process.  Campaigning starts for incumbents running for reelection and other candidates entering
prior to the completion of  redistricting, with filing statements declaring the intent to pursue
election before the districts are finalized.  Politically, as redistricting ends, electioneering began
in Campaign 2010 with a new voting procedure.

The vote shares in the Primary are reported in GRAPH 3.2.  Ternary plot analysis reveals
the importance of two party competition in reducing the dimensions of partisan competition from
two to one.  In the absence of viable alternatives, the introduction of a third alternative has little
or no impact on what constitutes major political party competition or major party status.  The
results in GRAPH 3.2 highlight the nomination contests where the third alternatives were either
the second or third choice.  These findings indicate the potential for a voting cycle at the district
level, in a few of the legislative election, but not in terms of state partisan competition for
majority status.

The results in GRAPH 3.3 demonstrate the ESS in duopoly competitions, with new
districts and two rounds of voting.  With the exception of a few nonpartisan candidates (NPP)
and those Democrat candidates with a Peace and Freedom designation on the general election
ballot, the primary and general election campaigning converge to two party competition in a
single dimension.  The findings in GRAPH 3.3 describe the potential for vote cycle, in state
partisan competition because of the introduction of viable second choices, in one-party Democrat
and Republican districts.  The results indicate the outcome in the 2010 Election, with the
introduction of third alternatives to contest Democrat candidates with Peace and Freedom
candidates, and Republican candidates with some nonpartisan alternatives.  Even with a few
second place finishes, the primary and general election greatly reduce two-dimensional
competition, and therefore any potential for a statewide voting cycle consisting of Democrat
majority � Republican & Nonpartisan majority � Republican majority � Democrat &
Nonpartisan majority � Democrat majority.
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As demonstrated by ternary plot analysis of GRAPHS 3.1, 3.2, & 3.3, the ESS in
(partisan) contestation decisions converge to the two-party competition hypothesis and simple
majority rule.  Any two rounds of voting in a primary and general election provide the
mechanism for this convergence.  However, the new districts and voting procedure in the
California Primary were seemingly designed to generate at least two, and perhaps,
multidimensional competition.  Given the decline in Republican Party registration, and the
erosion in major party registration, this would appear to be a setting where district elections and
state party contestation and competition might change somewhat from two parties, Democrat-
Republican, government and opposition.  The surprising strength of the two major parties in
more secure districts, and the willingness of candidates to contest for districts more likely to elect
either Democrat or Republican suggests why the primary and general election mechanism
converged so extensively, if not strongly, to two party competition.  Even so, the sustained zero-
sum, major political party, competition is somewhat surprising given the redistricting process for
creating new districts.

To analyze the potential for a voting cycle, consider the vote shares as weights for three
alternatives (a D, R, and either NPP or PF-D).  If the vote shares are equally divided, into thirds,
with probabilities of a voting cycle determined by set of alternatives and number of voter
preference combinations.  If the vote shares are unequally divided, with concentrations in only
one or two alternatives, the only potential for a voting cycle is at the district level.  Voting cycles
may occur in single member district elections with three viable alternatives.  However, this
would have little or no impact on competition for a majority of the seats in a legislature.  In the
few districts where a third alternative makes a difference, these elections may be of greater
interest to the public, but they are unlikely to change statewide totals or make a difference in the
partisan composition of a legislature.  If the third alternative’s finishes second in a large number
of districts, and most districts are one-party Democrat or Republican, then introducing the third
alternatives as the second choice frequently may change state partisan competition, with for
example, some members of the majority or minority switching political parties, forming groups
with endorsements from the third alternatives, or contesting for elections in a fusion ticket with
some members of the legislature elected with major party affiliation only (D or R) and others
with additional third party or nonpartisan designation (PF-D, R-NPP).

To test for this possibility, Herfindahl indices were constructed from the summation of
squared vote shares.  The more equal the vote shares, the closer the Herfindahl index is to an
equal division determined as one divided by the number of alternatives.  As the vote shares
concentrate in favor of one or two of the alternatives, the index converges toward one, a
monopoly concentration ratio, or .5, a duopoly concentration ratio.  With two alternatives, the
concentration ratio implies SMR and perfect two party competition.  The probability of a voting
cycle becomes relevant only with three or more alternatives, with this probability increasing as
the Herfindahl index converges to zero.

The distributions of the Herfindahl indices are reported in FIGURES 4.1, 4.2, & 4.3. 
These three measures describe any inequality in the distributions of partisan registration, and
primary and general election vote shares.  Like analysis of ternary plots, the findings reveal a
concentration of vote shares, increasing from relatively division in registration shares, to
increasingly more concentrated votes for one of the two major parties in each district.
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The inequality of the alternatives increases with two rounds of voting, with the primary
vote mechanism converging to two party competition.  Where only the two major political parties
are relevant, the choice is between a D and an R candidate, and this set of candidates could be
nominated through a traditional primary election for the purposes of general election.  In 2010
Election, the results for the partisan registration indicate concentration of 37.8, which is
significantly greater than one-third, or an equal division in D, R, and other % shares.  The vote
shares increase in concentration from 37.8 to 60.1% in the Primary.  Additionally, the increase in
the standard deviation, from 4.13 to 15.88%, describes the ratio of increased concentration in the
major two parties.  The change in concentration toward bipartisan control increases to 63.6%,
with a standard deviation equal to 18.87% in the general election vote shares.  Even though this
represents a smaller increase in concentration than the change from the registered voting
electorate, this still remains significantly below one hundred percent concentrations of vote
shares in single party control.  The results for the Herfindahl index also suggest greater
concentration of vote shares, in more secure district elections for either D or R, than what would
be expected assuming the two-party competition hypothesis and an even division  in vote shares.

By comparing the distributions in FIGURES 4.1 & 4.2, and 4.2 & 4.3, there is some
evidence of convergence toward one-party control in the DD and RR districts, with two-party
competition emergent in the RD and to a lessor extent the DR districts.  The primary election
mechanism reduces the number of districts below a fifty percent concentration ratio far below the
voters’ registration data by districts.  As a consequence, this primary attained what would result
from a traditional primary, a pairing of a Republican and Democrat candidate, with very few
uncontested districts.  Reducing the number of candidates to two, still did not result in all of the
districts’ concentration ratios greater than or equal to .5, since some additional Republican Party
candidates, and those with a Peace & Freedom designation were placed on the general election
ballot.  Still, these concentration ratios indicate substantial declines in competition, with electoral
margins averaging 80-20 in general election vote shares.  This finding indicates the bipartisan
control that resulted in the 2010 Election suggests the redistricting process created secure new
districts for both political parties.

The distributions of vote shares are reported in TABLE 3.1, with the estimated
parameters revealing the average D and R vote shares equal too 60-40% divisions in the general
election, 57-41% divisions in the primary, and 45-30% divisions of voter registration.  This
analysis of two party competition in a single dimension indicates the State Democrat majority
party status, in district elections.  The proportionate share of the Republican candidates is
significantly less than fifty percent, and the margin of difference between political parties
increases from the registered voting electorate to the general election outcomes.  In addition to
the one-party strength in competing for majority party status, these results also indicate that
neither political party has a majority of the electorates.  The State Democrat Party is a plurality
rule majority, constructed in two rounds of voting, within a primary voting mechanism.  The
State Republican Party is increasingly less than a one-third political party, competitive in under a
majority of the district elections.  As additional erosion of the two party registration continues,
and the concentration of the two-party vote shares increases in the State Democrat Party, third
parties, nonpartisan alternatives, and independent candidates are more likely to be the second
choice in either secure Democrat or Republican districts.
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The results reported in TABLE 3.1 also reveal the 10-25% average difference in partisan
registration to voting shares.  Of the two district measures of partisan strength, there is far less
dispersion in the party registration vote shares, averaging standard deviations equal too 10 to
11% across the districts.  In comparison, the primary and general election vote shares fluctuate in
a much larger, 21 to 25% or so range.  Given the differences between registration and
electioneering, these findings suggest the importance of partisan contestation and candidate entry
decisions for vote mobilization.  The campaigns for nomination and election produce a range of
outcomes, from DD to RR, where introducing varying numbers of candidates influences the vote
shares attained by the major political parties.

Similar analysis of the third party distributions of votes in TABLE 3.2 confirms these are
minor alternatives to two party, D and R, competition.  The Green and Libertarian Parties both
averaged approximately one-third of a percentage of the vote in the primary election, with Peace
& Freedom designated independent candidates also averaging approximately one-third
percentage in the general election.  The distributions of votes indicate these political parties were
the second choice in a few districts, a third choice in others, and did not viably contest for
nomination and election in most districts.  The new districts and voting procedure in the 2010
Election did not, therefore, produce a large surge in the vote shares of the third political parties. 
By contesting for nomination, and qualifying for general election, these third parties used the
primary voting mechanism to clear the threshold and compete as second choices in a few
districts.

Introducing a nonpartisan alternative did not produce candidates representing a majority
of voters registered as something else besides D or R.  As contained in TABLES 3.2 & 3.3 
introducing a third alternative generally involves distinctly third choices, with either D or R � T. 
Considering these irrelevant alternatives, their inclusion or exclusion makes little difference in
most district nominations or elections, and no difference in state partisan competition for
majority status in The Legislature.  The NPP candidates won approximately 2% vote shares in
the primary and 1% vote share in the general election.  Both results are far less than the no party
registration category, or total share of voters’ registering for some other partisan alternative.

Descriptive analysis of the measures in TABLE 3.4 provides a summary of partisan
contestation and competition in the 2010 Election.  As shown in TABLE 3.4 the average margin 
of victory, for D or R candidates, in these single member district elections was 63.22%.  Given
these results, how competitive were the new districts?  Given an average dispersion in vote share
margins equal to 10.08%, and the estimates of the shape and concentration of vote shares, there is
some evidence of bifurcated outcomes with the Democrat vote shares converging to DR and DD
outcomes, and the Republican vote shares converging to RD competitive and RR outcomes. 
Because most of the margins of victory are above sixty percent of the vote, the bipartisan
agreement on the citizen’s committee produced relatively safe D or R districts, that were only
marginally competitive in general election vote shares.  These results are more competitive than
what is usually the case after redistricting, in elections with more potential for one-party control,
uncontested elections, and less than 40% vote shares for the second choice.

With regard to primary competition, the number of candidates averaged between 3 to 4
candidates, within a range from 1 to 5 candidates entered to contest for nomination.  As reported
in TABLE 3.4, the increase in primary competition involved a larger field of candidates,
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generally contesting in the more secure new districts.  It is quite likely more Republican
candidates contested for nomination, on a per-district basis, because of the greater chance of
victory in these districts.  Given the smaller number of Republican Districts, the larger number of
candidates in these RR districts confirms there were districts with two or three candidates from
the same political party contesting for nomination against one or two candidates from the other
political party.  The introduction of third alternatives is in addition to the partisan contestation
decisions of the major political parties.  In the secure RR districts, partisan contestations resulted
in three or more Republican candidates, one or two Democrat candidates, and third alternatives
consisting of NPP and third party candidates.  In the secure DD districts, these districts either
were uncontested, with Democrat candidates only, or minor political alternatives consisting of a
Republican or nonpartisan candidate.  In the DR districts, there were two or three Democrat
candidates, and one or two Republican candidates, with additional third alternatives.  In the most
competitive districts, those with more Republican primary votes cast, but less than 60% vote
shares, there were fewer candidates, such as one or two Republican or Democrat candidates. 
Because the DR and RD districts represent third-quarters or 75% of the districts, any increase in
the numbers of candidates or numbers of political parties in these districts produced greater
amounts of partisan competition in vote shares.

The findings in TABLE 3.4 & GRAPH 5.1 summarize the relationship between partisan
contestation and competition implied by the models in FIGURES 1 & 2.  The number of
political parties contesting for nomination in the 2010 California Primary averaged
approximately two political parties per-district.  The distribution of the number of political
parties is shown in GRAPH 1.3.  The inequality, or shape and concentration, of vote shares in
partisan registration, and in two rounds of voting, confirms the primary vote mechanism reduces
the number of alternatives to two, with some of the districts two party competitive, and others
secure one-party districts with only primary competition in numbers of candidates and numbers
of political parties.  The findings demonstrate vote shares increased in concentration from vote
registration and redistricting to nomination to election, with significant increases in two party
control and safe margins of victory.  The findings in TABLE 3.4 also reveal significant
decreases in the dimensionality of party competition, from vote registration and redistricting to
nomination and then election.

As shown in GRAPH 5.1, the importance of introducing a third alternative explains 30%
of the variation in the number of candidates contesting for nomination in California.  The
Primary choices available are therefore approximately two-thirds or more explained by
candidate entry and exit decisions, with the rest accounted for by the number of political parties
contesting for nomination.  The evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) in the primary vote
mechanism verifies Duverger’s Law with a new redistricting process, new single member
districts, and two rounds of voting.  Given the relatively small numbers of candidates and
political parties, contestation decisions structure the set of alternatives with a range, and therefore
determine the choice set available for nomination, and the outcomes on the voting agenda for
general election.  Given the infeasibility of third alternatives, competition is multidimensional in
the primary, and single dimensional in the general election.  Contestation decisions generate two-
dimensional primary competition within a finite integer range of candidates and political parties.
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The last set of results demonstrates how the structure of new districts, SMD elections and
a new voting procedure induced outcomes with a primary vote mechanism.  This analysis reveals 
partisan competition in vote shares is determined by voter registration and  contestation
decisions.  The ESS is to produce duopoly competitions for majority party status, for competition
to converge from two to single dimensional zero-sum competition in vote shares, and for margins
to increase sufficiently greater than or equal to simple majority rule.

In this setting, the decision space contained a redistricting process with some uncertainty
concerning voter registration data.  Given the trends in voter registration, there is some error in
the measurement of partisan vote shares, or percentages of Democrat, Republican, and other
registration.  As vote mobilization occurs, including during the redistricting process, these figures
change and they may vary somewhat after the district boundaries are known.  Precise estimates of
partisan vote shares are therefore never exact, but estimated by district with trends in voter
registration.  When either surges occur in voter registration, or district boundaries change,
changes occur with error in the measurement of partisan vote shares.  At any point in time,
during a campaign, partisan vote shares are uncertain to some degree of error.  Redistricting
produces a new set of district boundaries with a different distribution of partisan vote shares,
which may introduce some delay for measuring partisan vote shares from voter registration data.

The Quality Control GRAPH (5.2) provides an estimate of the range in districts, from
Democrat to Republican, at the time of the Primary Election in 2010.  The Deming analysis of 
partisan control is reported in Appendix II (TABLE 3.2).  The estimated coefficient of the
regression model is equal to -1.11 indicating zero-sum partisan competition, given uncertainty in
percentages of voters registered as Democrat and Republican.  These findings suggest a range in
districts, from exact zero-sum competition to majority party status and some introduction of third
alternatives.

The findings in GRAPHS 5.3 & 5.4 estimate the relationship between partisan voter
registration percentages and vote shares in the primary election.  The results for a jacknifed
regression model are reported in GRAPHS 5.3 & 5.4, where the bootstrap simulation accounts
for differences in individual districts vote shares.  The jacknife re samples each Democrat and
Republican vote share, subtracting one district in each simulation.  These replications produce a
set of one hundred and fifty-three simulations indicating the consistency of the estimates, given
district variation in partisan vote shares.  Because the distribution of both political parties
primary vote shares were not excessively skewed, or concentrated, these findings suggest the
averages  provide point estimates of representative partisan vote shares, in the new districts,
equal to 57% Democrat and 41% Republican.  The findings in both GRAPH 5.3 & 5.4 &
TABLE 4.1 provide evidence of positive association between partisan vote shares by partisan
voter registration.  Mapping the simulated results onto the actual data and a one-to-one reference
line, implies district boundaries determine levels of primary competition in vote shares.  The
effects of the redistricting generate district variance, and a range of districts in partisan
registration, that imply a range of single dimensional, zero-sum, competition in vote shares. 
Whereas the citizen’s committee may have appeared to have preferred a nonpartisan district plan,
the mapping of partisan registration to primary vote shares indicates all the districts are either
Democrat or Republican controlled.
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Any small discrepancies in the districts may be less important than whether the district is
Democrat or Republican.  The simulation results indicate district variances and some differences
between the Democrat and Republican vote shares.  Findings that confirm redistricting makes a
difference in the fairness and effectiveness of attaining vote shares based on registered voters’
preferences.  Under the new district plan, these findings indicate some differences between the
political parties and district variance that provides evidence of a range of effective competition
within both political parties.  Whether this provides some evidence of asymmetries between the
political parties, by majority and minority party status, requires interpreting the actual data above
a one-to-one mapping as vote packing.  Again, given the decline in the Republican registration
percentage, a surge in the Democrats’ partisan registration percentage, and a trend toward erosion
in two party registration, some packing of votes may have been required to guarantee any
Republican districts, and a Democrat majority, and not a plurality, in the others.

The range of competition established by this redistricting implies bipartisan control and
single dimensional competition in vote shares.  The factor and correlation analysis reported in
TABLE 4.1 demonstrate the single dimensionality of two party competition in vote shares. 
These findings provide evidence of the reducibility of the two party competition to a single
dimension.  The findings in TABLE 4.1 imply partisan competition is reducible to single vote
share factor or measure space.  The approximately linear range of competition is therefore a
mapping of zero-sum competition, implying a negative one (linear) correlation between political
parties competing for vote shares.  

The implications of this range of competition are important for analyzing the effects of
redistricting and in this case, trends in registration, and a new voting procedure in the primary
election.  Some of the competitive pressures under this new structure involve producing district 
majorities or electoral margins by number of political parties, number of candidates,
concentration ratios or inequality of the vote shares.  The introduction of a nonpartisan
alternative and trends toward other registered besides D or R suggest the possibility of
substituting for the major partisan alternatives.  

The empirical results in TABLE 4.2 confirm significant correlations between the number
of political parties, the number of candidates, the concentration ratios of vote shares, the
nonpartisan votes share, and percentage in other than the State Democrat and Republican Parties.
The findings indicate that four political parties are necessary to guarantee two partisan
alternatives, with the rest of the unexplained variance in the number of candidates attributable in
individual candidate entry and exit decisions.  These findings also indicate increasing the number
of political parties, under the new primary law, reduced the electoral margins by a little more
than one-fifth.  Increasing the number of political parties in the primaries also significantly, by
more than two-thirds, reduced the inequality of votes in the primary.  Increased partisan
contestations also contributed to approximately one-fifth more equal vote shares in the general
election, suggesting ballot access in the primary was related to slightly more competitive general
elections.  The number of political parties was also positively related to the NPP vote, and
unrelated to the % other registration, suggesting the existence of some competition among the
third political party contestation and a nonpartisan alternative.  Neither the number of political
parties nor number of candidates was correlated with the % other registration, but this % other
was correlated with approximately a one-quarter increase in the general election margin.
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Increased candidate contestations produced a twenty-five percent decrease in the general
election margin.  Taken together, these findings suggest offsetting effects, influencing zero-sum
competition between the major political parties.  In this case, the more voters with a preference
for a third or nonpartisan preference are correlated with substantially less competitive, if not
landslide electoral outcomes, in vote shares.  In direct comparison, a large number of candidates
reduce these electoral margins by the same amount, suggesting the importance of larger numbers
of candidates to increase partisan competition.  Because the size of the field of candidates is
distinct from the number of political parties, these results also imply candidate entry decisions
increase competition in addition to third party or nonpartisan contestation decisions.  The
introduction of a nonpartisan alternative not only was positively correlated with the number of
political parties contesting for nomination, but reduced the amount inequality of vote shares in
the primary election by approximately one-fifth.  A result that demonstrates the inclusion of a
nonpartisan alternative reduced the concentration of votes in the major political parties.

Lastly, in TABLE 4.2, the single dimensionality of the measures of inequality suggests
not only competition in vote shares, but concentration of ratios of votes in the major political
parties is also single dimensional.  As the concentration ratio in the two major political parties
increases in voter registration, this produces two-thirds and one-half increases in concentrations
of primary and general election vote shares.  The stronger the two major political parties are, in
terms of partisan voter registration by district, the stronger the duopoly partisan control, in this
case, over majority party status.  

Major two party competition is estimated within the structure of a primary vote
mechanism, from the voter registration data, and the outcomes in terms of vote shares in the
primary and general election.  In the ternary plot analysis this data was shown to converge toward
two party competition.  The ESS is in duopoly competitions between D and R candidates for
nomination and election.  The quality control, regression chart also allows for uncertainty in vote
shares, and therefore in both district variance indicated in bivariate regressions with a jacknife
computation of district variance and state partisan competition for majority status.  Any
probability of a vote cycle is greatly reduced by the bipartisan consensus, for the major two
political parties, divided into relatively secure Democrat and Republican plurality, if not
majority, districts by voter registration preference.

The descriptive analysis reveals an asymmetric duopoly competition between a plurality
rule winner, and a minority political party, with majorities in a few districts.  In TABLE 4.3
Jacque-Bera tests for single dimensional normality indicates the new districts contained a normal
distribution of Democrat vote shares, a normal distribution of the Republican general election
vote shares, but asymmetrically skewed and concentrated Republican primary and voter
registration shares.  In the general election, the findings provide evidence of Downsian spatial
competition between the Democratic and Republican Parties on a single dimension.  The
competition is zero-sum in vote shares between the major parties, contesting in new districts to
form a State majority party in The Legislature.  The results of the tests of normality indicate the
introduction of a third alternative, in third party and nonpartisan vote shares were asymmetrically
distributed across the districts, confirming concentrated impacts new voting alternatives as a
second choice in only a few districts.  Not enough to make a difference in election of only D and
R candidates, nor to sustain a second dimension in partisan competition.
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Given evidence of Downs spatial model of party competition, a multi-equation model is
specified to major two party competition under the conditions of new, single member, districts
and a primary voting mechanism using plurality rule for nominating the top two vote getters. 
The multi-equation model takes the citizens committee district plan into account by examining
partisan registration data, vote shares, margins, and numbers of candidates and political parties
contesting for nomination.  The importance of contestation decisions, by political parties and
candidates is also directly specified in relation to partisan contestation and competition in
potentially multiple dimensions, across potentially cyclic alternatives.  The fact that new, third
alternatives, such as the NPP candidates did not make enough of a difference in state partisan
competition as the % of voters not registered as Democrat or Republican, failed to introduce
instability in majority rule in these elections, but still may make some difference in future
contests either between D and R primary candidates or in districts where the third alternative
evolves into the second choice.  The analysis estimates multiparty competition that allows for
nonzero sum two-dimensional competition with third alternatives.

The eight equation model is reported in TABLE 5.0.  The basic features are a six-
equation model of voter registration and competition in vote shares.  The additional two
equations incorporate levels of partisan contestation and competition into the analysis.  Besides
distinguishing between partisan and candidate contestation decisions, these latter two equations
measure the size and scope of the field of candidates campaigning for nomination and election. 
The fact that entry and exit decisions were made in Campaign 2010, during redistricting and the
administration of the first elections under plurality rule, the top two nomination rule structures
any outcome in terms of the number of political parties, candidates, and therefore margins in the
general election.  The single equation results, including the ternary plot analysis, quality control
regression, and bootstrap simulation, each imply zero-sum competition between the major
political parties in contestation decisions and vote shares.  These findings also provide evidence
of positive association, if not linear correlation, in partisan voter registration and single
dimensional vote shares.

The multi-equation controls for the impact of zero-sum competition between the major
political parties and positive association in the effectiveness and fairness of the concentrations
ratios in vote shares by partisan voter registration and round of voting.  The findings suggest the
outcomes only approximately in a linear space, constituting a range of competition.  There are
asymmetries among the political parties, between partisan and nonpartisan alternatives, and some
evidence suggesting the primary vote mechanism structures the convergence from the registered
voting electorate (in this case in new districts) to votes in two rounds for nomination and
election.  These votes are ESS in a single dimension of competition, with minor alternatives
ruled out as generating a cycle among three alternatives, providing a substitute for either of the
major partisan alternatives, or being a relevant alternative for the purposes of constructing a
majority.  The model significantly explains the variance in (Republican, Democrat, and
Nonpartisan) primary vote shares, (Republican, Democrat, and Nonpartisan) general election
vote shares, the number of candidates in the primary, and the vote margin of the winning
candidates.  This model is least accurate in explaining the NPP candidate-nonpartisan primary
vote, because this is uncorrelated with the percent other registered voters.
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The findings suggest an approximately a linear space in the range of competition, because
of the introduction of a nonpartisan alternative.  The model explains half the variance in this
nonpartisan vote for candidates with no partisan preference listed on the general election ballot. 
The model also explains thirty percent of the variance in the number of primary candidates and
voting majorities in the district elections.  This model significantly explains variances in the
sequential two rounds of voting, an accounting for the effects of redistricting, a new voting rule,
introduction of third alternatives, and partisan contestation and competition.

The findings confirm asymmetries in the duopoly competitions, sometimes confronting a
third alternative.  Primary votes are explained in TABLE 5.0, Model 1, followed by vote shares
(Model 2), vote margins (Model 3) and number of candidates (Model 4).

The Republican primary vote shares were determined principally by the Republican
voters’ registration base, but this primary vote was also explained by multiparty competition with
greater vote shares in districts with fewer Democrat and other registered voters.  The Democrats’
primary votes were marginally more balanced in determination by the Democrat and Republican
registration bases, with third parties winning greater vote shares in districts where the Democrat
candidate also controlled a larger share of the vote.  The percentage registered for third
alternatives had a marginally stronger positive impact on the Democrat’s primary vote shares,
again, suggesting the primary voting mechanism structured the vote to allow for those not
registered as D or R to influence the D and R vote shares.  Instead of voting for nonpartisan
candidates, these voters, not surprisingly voted for Democrat, Republican, and NPP candidates,
increasing the vote shares of Democrat candidates the most.  Primary votes for the NPP
candidates were randomly distributed, uncorrelated with D or R registration %, third party
primary vote shares for the Green and Libertarian Parties.  The coefficients estimated for the %
other voters registered indicate a variation in positive but differential association with the NPP
primary vote (..20), the Republican primary vote (..35) and Democrat’s primary vote (..45).  

Reducing the number of candidates to two, lowers the correlation in a second round of
voting with a larger range in competition.  Because of the DD and RR outcomes, vote shares
range from 0-100%, with runoff elections in approximately one-quarter of the districts.  Even
with a diminishment in coefficients estimated, the models continue to explain eighty percent of
the vote shares in the second round of voting.  The findings reveal the Republican general
election vote is determined by the Republican primary vote, and unrelated to the other
dimensions of partisan competition in votes shares or third alternatives.  This result indicates the
Republican vote shares in the general election were unrelated to the NPP candidate’s entry and
vote shares in the primary.  Having NPP candidates in the primary may not have reduced general
election support for the Republican candidates, but the inclusion of Peace & Freedom, Democrat
candidates in the general elections provided a significant substitute for the Democrat vote share.

The coefficients also reveal a similar impact of Democrat and Republican primary on
general election vote shares, providing some evidence of an ESS in two rounds of voting.  In the
first round, there are significant influences on competition depending on the balance of the
political parties, the introduction of third alternatives, and some asymmetry in duopoly
competitions.  By the second round, there is convergence toward two party competition with
similar tradeoffs in vote shares’ R(2/3, 1/3), and D(2/5, 3/5).  As bipartisan control increases, this
results in zero-sum triopoly competition, reducing support for the nonpartisan alternative.
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The voting majority is most correlated with the % Democrat and other registration base. 
Again, suggesting the importance of redistricting, since the margin of victory is significantly
related to the size of the majority party in the district.  By far the safest Democratic districts
produced the most noncompetitive, landslide elections in terms of vote shares.  The size of the
margin also increased with greater percentages of other voter affiliations than D or R.  Given the
relatively lower, less than 60% margins in the RD districts, the most competitive elections were
held in the Republican Districts.

In comparison, the number of primary candidates was uncorrelated with partisan voter
registration bases, but significantly related to the number of political parties contesting for
nomination.  This result suggests redistricting into more secure partisan control does not explain
the increase in the numbers of candidates, even though it would seem like more candidates would
enter if the districts were more likely to elect a member of their political party.  Drawing district
boundaries to provide more secure Democrat and Republican districts does not explain the
increase in the number of candidates from the more secure to most competitive districts.  Instead,
the large number of candidates, from the same party, in the DD and RR districts is better
explained by a model of candidate entry and exit decisions, taking into account incumbency, new
districts, and term limitations.  The introduction of third alternative does, however, explain
significant amounts of the variance in the number of candidates, predicting large numbers of
candidates based on partisan contestation decisions and the existence of a nonpartisan alternative.

Given zero-sum, single dimensional, partisan competition, any two dimensional models
of voting are likely only to explain competition in the primary election varying with the
successful introduction of another option to the choice between the major partisan alternatives. 
In two rounds of voting, with redistricting effects on the balance of voter registration preferences,
there is some evidence of two-dimensional partisan competition.  To test for what would be a
bivariate normal, model of spatial competition in two dimensions, least angle regression models
are estimated and reported in TABLES 6.1-6.6 providing supporting evidence for the multi-
equation model.  The results reported in TABLES 6.1-6.3 indicate Democrat votes are reducible
from the Democrat and Republican primary vote, the Republican vote is determined by
Republican primary vote, and the Nonpartisan vote is related to all three, the D, R, and NPP
primary votes.  The results in TABLES 6.4-6.6 confirm the Democrat and Republican primary
votes are determined by bipartisan voter registration bases, and the Nonpartisan (NPP) vote is
generally uniformly circular, but significantly related too, the percentage other voter registration.

The results for these tests are presented in TABLE 6.7 with the basic finding that the
introduction of the nonpartisan alternative produces some uniform, two-dimensional randomness
in competition.  The findings suggest that not only is the partisan competition not two-
dimensional, but it is possible to reject three specifications of multidimensional partisan
competition: both the bivariate and multi-variate normal distribution in primary and general
election vote shares, and an even more dispersed, uniform circular distribution.  The effect of
introducing another alternative is eliminated through major party competition, where two rounds
of voting converges to a linear range of competition.  Drawing a circle around the estimated
range of competition produces a circular distribution, a two-dimensional model that is rejected by
the evidence demonstrating far more linearly zero-sum competition along the line or range of
competition, between the two major political parties, and not three or more alternatives.
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Implications for Primary Vote Mechanisms

The multi-equation model estimates ranges of competition, reducible to a linear space,
consistent with zero-sum competition in a single dimensional, Downsian model of spatial
competition.   As shown in this study, reform changed the voting procedures and therefore
provided a different voting agenda to nominate and elect candidates.  The very partisan
contestation we may have come to expect changed, as third parties were included in the primary
and general election cycle.  Other votes may have been given a greater say in nominating
candidates, as the nonpartisan primary allowed for independent candidates to contest for
nomination and general election.  Thus reform changed the two rounds of voting, instituting a
runoff election for districts that nominated two candidates from the same party, something which
happened in one-quarter of the districts.  Whether we consider this outcome to be seventy-five
percent as effective as the traditional primary, or a twenty-five percent improvement, depends on
the field of candidates and any preferences voters have for competition over one-party control
and uncontested low voter turnout elections.

The top two vote getting requirements cannot be changed without introducing another
round of voting, allowing for a reduction in the number of candidates.  Given the large numbers
of candidates contesting for nomination, the use of plurality rule to determine nominees provided
for strategic interactions among the candidates, encouraging candidate’s entry and exit decisions,
providing for not only transitions from term limitations, but incentives to organize second and
third alternatives to contest for nomination.  In the absence of the top two rule, the primary vote
mechanism would not have filtered the number of alternatives to two, for the purposes of
majority decision.  The structure of this voting agenda should encourage a larger in size and
diversity in scope field of candidates.

In this multidimensional space of partisan competition, contestation decisions are
generally more important, in terms of modeling competitive equilibrium, than analysis of the
general election vote shares.  As this case suggests, the contestation decisions are inclusive of the
number of political parties, nonpartisan alternatives, and voters other than those in the major two
political parties.  Where independent or third alternatives matter, there are voting cycles and
other candidate based, entry and exit decisions, relevant to the analysis of electoral outcomes. 
In the pursuit of statewide voting majorities, increased vote mobilization, and more competition
within districts, contestation decisions are less important than analysis of such factors as
redistricting, or district level partisan registration bases and base trends.

After the 2008 Election in California, any redistricting was likely to produce fewer
Republican seats.  The effects of terms limitations, and the previous history of redistricting
favoring the majority party, communities of interest, and incumbency, created a condition
different from postwar partisan gerrymanders which seem to be part of the nonpartisan tradition
in opposition too organized two party competition throughout the State.  Dividing the State into
safe Democrat and Republican areas would seem to have been a task elective officials could have
performed, yet this is not what voters’ preferred given the previous sixty years of redistricting
experience.  As reported in this study, the citizen’s committee did form Assembly, Senatorial and
Congressional districts with same partisan composition even though district boundaries are not
overlapping.  The bipartisan agreements produced a plan with more secure Democrat and
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Republican districts, which were not less partisan, but exactly zero-sum competitive in vote
shares.  The new primary vote mechanism and new districts result in a large number of
candidates, including those preferring an alternative to the major political parties, that had
supported a new redistricting and primary voting procedure, for the purposes of nomination.  The
consequences are a nonpartisan primary, zero-sum, single dimensional partisan competition in
vote shares between the major political parties, a few third alternatives that were nominated as a
second choice, and a two-thirds veto proof Legislature. 

How important was the redistricting process, for zero-sum partisan contestation decisions
and competition in vote shares?  Given the strategic planning process, based on local public
hearings to determine district boundaries, and any efforts by committee members to follow
county and municipal jurisdictional lines, district planning produced new district boundaries and
a district plan for this decade’s voting agenda of nominations and elections.  However the lines
were drawn, district boundaries still contain voter registration preferences and candidates that 
make exit and entry decisions.  In a Democratic partisan registration surge, many suggested it
might not be possible to draw Republican districts, given the implosion in registration and
willingness of incumbents to fight over district boundary changes.  The losses of three marginal
districts and the inclusion of NPP candidates in Congressional elections are matters likely to
continue to be considered and deliberated in time lines of the redistricting process.  Besides
leading to the retirement of long term members of Congress, the almost random effects of term
limits and staggered terms for electing State Senators, and the incentives to contest for new
districts, left some seats without incumbents, some uncontested incumbents, and others in
districts they arguably could not and did not win.  Because the citizen’s committee made the
shapes of some of the districts more regular, and followed county and municipal lines to a greater
extent, there may have been less manipulation of district boundaries than previous efforts at
redistricting since 1970.  The twenty remaining State Senate district elections to be elected in  a
midterm Congressional election imply completion of the redistricting process in 2014.  Because
some of the State Legislative candidates failed to win reelection and others did not win election
to Congress, and term limits continue, contestation, exit and entry decisions and competition in
numbers of candidates and evenness of division of a vote still matter for deciding this contest for
change.  Despite the better efforts of voters, and a citizen committee, the new districts are two
party competitive and manipulable through incumbency and sometimes incomplete partisanship.

By describing contestation decisions, this generates a more complicated voting agenda
than a traditional primary and general election.  Even with two rounds of voting, this study
suggests the ESS is too, allow a primary vote mechanism to clear two alternatives to determine a
voting majority.  In most instances, the voting procedure doesn’t matter, but there is no attempt
to attain simple majority rule (SMR).  Top vote getting procedures simply elect the top vote
getters, however many are required to fill the seats or positions.  Nonpartisanship is also no cause
for concern since many local government elections and state judicial elections are held in two
rounds of nomination and election without partisan designation of candidates.  The voting
procedures in these nonpartisan primaries and elections require choosing two or more candidates. 
Yet in this case, the experiences in Louisiana, Nebraska, Washington, and Minnesota (1913-
1973), suggest the inclusion of nonpartisan alternatives and not nominating one member from
each of the major political parties’ change voting, introducing, a second dimension.
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The change in voting, for voters, is neither produced by the voting procedure, nor does
any redistricting fix what has been changed in terms of partisan alternatives, electoral outcomes,
or some other consideration in two rounds of voting.  Whether the campaigns are different, or the
districts are different, etc., the redistricting process and the primary vote mechanism were
different and these may produce changes in partisan contestation and competition.  Any
additional changes in the voting procedure will change the reducibility in the size (large or small)
number candidates, and this may also influence candidate entry and exit decisions independently
of term limitations, redistricting, and changes in partisan registration.  The bipartisan
commitment to a nonpartisan primary appears to fix somewhat any reductions in partisan
contestations.  Yet the imposition of the term limits and secure districts imply less contestation,
and not more, more uncontested reelections in a term limit–district election cycle, and genuinely
fewer alternatives to choose from even if these are voter partisan preference majorities and
popular incumbents.

Adding alternatives and requiring voting majorities, implies more than two rounds of
voting and a separation runoff from general election pairings.  As drawn in FIGURE 1.4, a
voting agenda with three rounds is sufficient to guarantee a majority rule winning alternatives,
that would likely pair 1D and 1R in most, but not all, district elections.  However, most agree
three or more rounds of voting create even more expensive campaigns, and the experience in
other states suggests the first round could better be administered within partisan caucuses or by
partisan convention selection.  In states with partisan endorsement, the state political party’s
regular candidate frequently is defeated in a runoff primary against a reform candidate, so that 
endorsements should probably not be used as a replacement for a primary or runoff election.
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Outcome Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative
Percent

RR 9 5.2 5.9 5.9

RD 35 20.2 22.9 28.8

DR 81 46.8 52.9 81.7

DD 28 16.2 18.3 100.0

Total 153 88.4 100.0

Not Elected 20 11.6

Panel 173 100.0
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Partisan
Contestation

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative
Percent

2 R 8 4.6 5.2 5.2

1 R 0 0.0 0.0 5.2

1 R & 1 NPP 1 0.6 0.7 5.9

1 D & 1 R 112 64.7 73.2 79.1

1 D & 1 NPP 4 2.3 2.6 81.7

1 D 8 4.6 5.2 86.9

2 D 20 11.6 13.1 100.0

Total 153 88.4 100.0

Not Elected 20 11.6

Panel 173 100.0
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Number of
Political Parties

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative
Percent

1 17 9.8 11.1 11.1

2 101 58.4 66.0 77.1

3 31 17.9 20.3 97.4

4 3 1.7 2.0 99.3

5 1 0.6 0.7 100.0

Total 153 88.4 100.0

Not Elected 20 11.6

Panel 173 100.0
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Number of
Candidates

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative
Percent

1 8 4.6 5.2 5.2

2 42 24.3 27.5 32.7

3 40 23.1 26.1 58.8

4 23 13.3 15.0 73.9

5 17 9.8 11.1 85.0

6 12 6.9 7.8 92.8

7 5 2.9 3.3 96.1

8 3 1.7 2.0 98.0

10 1 .6 .7 98.7

12 1 .6 .7 99.3

13 1 .6 .7 100.0

Total 153 88.4 100.0
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:District N : F F Lower Upper min max

House 80 44683 17490 1955 40791 48575 12472 87669

Senate 20 94152 33804 7559 78332 109973 28606 167236

Congress 53 70070 27273 3746 62552 77587 20705 137835

Total 153 59944 29472 2383 55236 64651 12472 167236

ANOVA F-Statistic d. f. 1 d. f. 2 P(F) < > >2

Levene Test 6.824 2 150 .001

F-test 42.105 2 150 .001 .600 .360
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:Outcome N : F F Lower Upper min max

RR 9 4.56 1.24 0.41 3.61 5.51 3 6

RD 35 3.06 1.37 0.23 2.59 3.53 2 8

DR 81 3.84 2.22 0.25 3.35 4.33 1 13

DD 28 3.43 1.97 0.37 2.66 4.19 1 8

Total 153 3.63 1.98 0.16 3.31 3.94 1 13

ANOVA F-Statistic d. f. 1 d. f. 2 P(F) < > >2

Levene Test 2.344 3 149 .075

F-test 2.067 3 149 .107 .200 .040
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:Outcome N : F F Lower Upper min max

RR 9 2.11 0.93 0.310 1.40 2.82 1 4

RD 35 2.26 0.44 0.075 2.10 2.41 2 3

DR 81 2.22 0.55 0.061 2.10 2.34 1* 4

DD 28 1.82 0.94 0.180 1.46 2.19 1 5

Total 153 2.15 0.66 0.053 2.05 2.26 1 5

ANOVA F-Statistic d. f. 1 d. f. 2 P(F) < > >2

Levene Test 4.409 3 149 .005

F-test 3.109 3 149 .028 .243 .059

*Republican candidates qualified for the General Election ballot Assembly District 31 and
Senatorial District 3.
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TABLE 1.0
Analysis of Variance in District Elections by Numbers of Votes Cast, Number
of Candidates, Number of Political Parties, Percentage Electoral Margin or
Vote Share of Winning Candidate, Republican, Democrat, and Other
Partisan Registration, Percentage Republican, Democrat, NPP Primary
Election Vote Share, and Percentage Republican, Democrat, NPP General
Election Vote Share

Measure Levene
Statistic

P(F)< F-Test P(F)< > >2

Votes Cast .703 .552 2.214 .089 .207 .043

Number of
Candidates 2.344 .075 2.067 .107 .200 .040

Number of
Political
Parties 4.409 .005 3.109 .028 .243 .059

Electoral
Margin 12.513 .001 2.655 .051 .225 .051

Republican 6.880 .001 90.978 .001 .804 .647

Democrat 4.358 .006 87.806 .001 .799 .639

other 2.157 .096 1.979 .120 .196 .038

Republican
Primary 11.726 .001 145.783 .001 .864 .746

Democrat
Primary 11.800 .001 105.691 .001 .825 .680

Nonpartisan
Primary 17.356 .001 4.110 .008 .276 .076

Republican
General 22.662 .001 476.942 .001 .952 .906

Democrat
General 10.759 .001 308.766 .001 .928 .861

Nonpartisan
General 26.465 .001 5.261 .002 .309 .096

d. f. 1 = 3, d. f. 2 = 149
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TABLE 2.0
Measures of Equality of the Distribution of Voter Registration, Primary
Election, & General Election Voting Shares

Measure Dem
 %

Rep
 % 

Dem
Primary

Vote

Rep
 Primary

Vote

Dem
General
Election

Rep
General
Election

Atkinson epsilon = 100 .395 .561 .482

Atkinson epsilon =  50 .368 .608 .540 .619 .455 .608

relative mean deviation .094 .153 .168 .242 .154 .255

coefficient of variation .231 .364 .412 .587 .407 .663

standard deviation of logs .237 .444 .398 .447 .314 .428

Gini Coefficient .131 .208 .232 .332 .223 .366

Mehran measure .194 .317 .341 .509 .338 .545

Piesch measure .099 .154 .178 .243 .166 .276

Kakwani measure .016 .043 .052 .122 .058 .145

Theil entropy measure .027 .071 .092 .234 .108 .285

Theil mean log deviation .027 .084 .055 -.057 -.012 -.094
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TABLE 3.1
Descriptive Analysis of Democrat and Republican General Election Vote %, 
Primary Election Vote %, Partisan Registration %

TABLE 3.2
Descriptive Analysis of Third Party General & Primary Election Vote %

TABLE 3.3
Nonpartisan General & Primary Election Vote %, Other Registration %
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TABLE 3.4
Descriptive Analysis of Winning Margin %, Number of Candidates, Number
of Political Parties, and Herfindahl Concentration Ratios of Partisan
Registration %s, Primary Vote Share %s, & General Election Vote Share %s
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TABLE 4.1
Factor and Correlation Analysis:
Democrat Voter Registration % by Republican Voter Registration, Democrat
and Republican Vote Share % in the General Election

TABLE 4.2
Factor and Correlation Analysis:
Number of Political Parties by Number of Candidates, Winning Vote Share
or Margin, Herfindahl Concentration Ratios of Primary and General Election
Vote Shares, and No Party Preference Candidate’s Primary Vote Share 
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TABLE 4.3
Test for Normality of the Distributions of Vote Shares & Numbers of
Candidates and Political Parties
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TABLE 5.0
Multi-Equation Regression Analysis 
Model 1
Republican Primary Vote %, Democrat Primary Vote %, Nonpartisan Primary Vote % by
Republican Voter Registration %, Democrat Voter Registration %, Other Voter Registration %,
Green Party Primary Vote %, and Libertarian Primary Vote %
Model 2
Republican General Election Vote %, Democrat General Election Vote %, Nonpartisan General
Election Vote % by Republican Primary Vote %, Democrat Primary Vote %, Nonpartisan
Primary Vote %, and Peace & Freedom, Democrat General Election Vote %
Model 3
Winning Margin % in the General Election by Democrat Voter Registration % and Other Voter
Registration %
Model 4
Number of Candidates by Democrat Voter Registration %, Republican Voter Registration %, and
Number of Political Parties

sureg (reppvpct dempvpct npppvpct = repvregpct demvregpct other grnpvpct
libpvpct) (repgvpct demgvpct nppgvpct = reppvpct dempvpct npppvpct
pafgvpct)(margin = demvregpct other) (numcand = demvregpct repvregpct numpp)
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Model 1
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Model 2
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Models 3 & 4
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TABLE 6.1
Least Angle Regression Analysis: 
Democrat General Election Vote Share by Democrat, Republican, and
Nonpartisan Primary Vote Shares
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TABLE 6.2
Least Angle Regression Analysis: 
Republican General Election Vote Share by Democrat, Republican, and
Nonpartisan Primary Vote Shares
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TABLE 6.3
Least Angle Regression Analysis: 
Nonpartisan General Election Vote Share by Democrat, Republican, and
Nonpartisan Primary Vote Shares
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TABLE 6.4
Least Angle Regression Analysis: 
Democrat Primary Vote Share by Democrat, Republican, and other Voter
Registration Shares
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TABLE 6.5
Least Angle Regression Analysis: 
Republican Primary Vote Share by Democrat, Republican, and other Voter
Registration Shares
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TABLE 6.6
Least Angle Regression Analysis: 
Nonpartisan Primary Vote Share by Democrat, Republican, and other Voter
Registration Shares
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TABLE 6.7
Tests for Two Dimensional, Uniform Circular & Bivariate Normality
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APPENDIX I (ANOVA IN ELECTORAL OUTCOMES)
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APPENDIX II (TWO PARTY COMPETITION HYPOTHESIS)
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Pearson Product Moment Correlation Friday, June 08, 2012, 10:52:41 PM

Data source: Data 1 in Californiaredistricting2010

Cell Contents:

Correlation Coefficient

P Value

Number of Samples

 Republican

Democrat -0.947

1.239E-076

153

Republican

The pair(s) of variables with positive correlation coefficients and P values below 0.050 tend to increase together. For

the pairs with negative correlation coefficients and P values below 0.050, one variable tends to decrease while the

other increases. For pairs with P values greater than 0.050, there is no significant relationship between the two

variables.
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Linear Regression Monday, June 04, 2012, 12:14:09 AM

Data source: Data 1 in Californiaredistrinct2010

Republican = 75.832 - (1.019 * Democrat) 

N  = 153 Missing Observations = 20 

R = 0.947 Rsqr = 0.898 Adj Rsqr = 0.897

Standard Error of Estimate = 3.554 

 Coefficient Std. Error t   P 

Constant 75.832 1.280 59.252 <0.001

Democrat -1.019 0.0280 -36.394 <0.001

Analysis of Variance:

  DF  SS  MS   F   P 

Regression 1 16730.692 16730.692 1324.488 <0.001

Residual 151 1907.404 12.632

Total 152 18638.097 122.619

Normality Test (Shapiro-Wilk) Failed (P = 0.010)

Constant Variance Test: Passed (P = 0.054)

Power of performed test with alpha = 0.050: 1.000
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TABLE 1.1
Linear Theories of Party Competition:
Analysis of the Competitive Effects of Redistricting on the tradeoff in
Republican by Democrat Registered Vote Shares 

0 1 2 3D.V. Form R d.f. F-test Pr(F=0)< $ $ $ $2

% REP LIN .898 151 1324.49 .001 76 -1.019

% REP LOG .883 151 1139.34 .001 196 -43.843

% REP INV .838 151 782.78 .001 -11 1748.170

%REP QUA .898 150 659.30 .001 78 -1.134 .0013

% REP CUB .903 149 460.69 .001 26 2.488 -.0790 .0006

% REP COM .840 151 794.43 .001 162 .961

% REP POW .782 151 540.58 .001 14204 -1.653

% REP S .703 151 358.02 .001 2 64.156

% REP GRO .840 151 794.43 .001 5 -.040

% REP EXP .840 151 794.43 .001 163 -.040

d. f. (Degrees of Freedom) = number of Congressional, Legislative Districts - number of
parameters estimated for the linear approximation
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TABLE 1.2

Nonlinear Regression Monday, June 04, 2012, 12:11:10 AM

Data Source: Data 1 in Californiaredistrinct2010

Equation: Standard Curves, Linear Curve

f = y0+a*x

R Rsqr Adj Rsqr Standard Error of Estimate

0.9474 0.8977 0.8970 3.3048

 Coefficient Std. Error t P

y0 71.3659 0.7839 91.0391 <0.0001

a -0.8810 0.0242 -36.3935 <0.0001

Analysis of Variance: 

 DF SS M S

Regression 2 318058.6646 159029.3323

Residual 151 1649.2154 10.9220

Total 153 319707.8800 2089.5940

Corrected for the mean of the observations:

 DF SS M S F P

Regression 1 14466.0034 14466.0034 1324.4883 <0.0001

Residual 151 1649.2154 10.9220

Total 152 16115.2188 106.0212

Statistical Tests:

Normality Test (Shapiro-Wilk) Passed (P = 0.2824)

W Statistic= 0.9891 Significance Level = 0.0500

Constant Variance Test Passed (P = 0.1960)
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TABLE 1.3
Box-Cox Regression Analysis of the form of Partisan Competition generated
by Redistricting

0 1 1% REP $ $ S($ ) z-test Pr(z=0)< 95%- 95%+

cons 91

% DEM -1.257

sigma 4.351

theta 1.063 .107 9.96 .001 .854 1.272

LR(P ) Pr(P =0)<2 2

-1 322.07 .001

0 103.54 .001

1 0.35 .552

(1)Number of Districts LR(P ) Pr(P =0)< AIC BIC2 2

153 348.98 .001 821.87 824.90

TABLE 1.4
Bootstrapped Regression Analysis of Republican by Democrat Registration 

0 1 1% REP $ $ S($ ) t-test Pr(t=0)< 95%- 95%+

cons 76 59.25 .001 73 78

% DEM -1.019 .028 -36.39 .001 -1.074 -.964

cons 76 70.07 .001 74 78

% DEM -1.019 .025 -40.83 .001 -1.068 -.970

 # of
District

s

y (1)F(1, 151) Pr(F=0)< R S D(151) LR(P ) Pr(P =0)< AIC BIC2 2 2

153 1324.49 .001 .898 3.55% 820.22 348.76 .001 5.39 60.63
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TABLE 2.1
Nonparametric Analysis of the Actual and Predicted Distribution of
Republican Vote Shares

Democrat Voter Registration % Republican Voter Registration
%

Predicted Republican 
Voter Registration %

Number of Districts 153 153

Normal Distribution Parameters

: 30.44% 30.44%

F 11.07% 10.49%

Range Statistics

Absolute .072 .062

Positive .044 .039

Negative -.072 -.062

Kolmogorov-Smirnov z-test .887 .771

Pr(z=0)< .411 .592

bKendall’s J -.806

Spearman’s D -.946

TABLE 2.2
Case Selection from Linear Regression Analysis of Voter Registration Data

Category Number of Districts Percent 2012 Plan

<  -1.5 10 5.8 6.5

-1.5  #  k  #  +1.5 132 76.3 86.3

>  +1.5 11 6.4 7.2

Elected in 2012 153 88.4 100.0

State Senate 2014 20 11.6

Congressional,
Legislative Districts 173 100.0
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Normality Test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) Sunday, June 10, 2012, 5:48:08 PM

Data source: Data 1 in California2redistricting2010

Democrat: K-S Dist. = 0.062   P  = 0.152 Passed

Republican: K-S Dist. = 0.072   P  = 0.052 Passed

A test that fails indicates that the data varies significantly from the pattern expected if the data was drawn from a

population with a normal distribution.

A test that passes indicates that the data matches the pattern expected if the data was drawn from a population with a

normal distribution.
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TABLE 2.3
Redistricting Effects on Vote Shares:
Regression Diagnostic Analysis of Variance in Studentized Residuals

Category <  -1.5 -1.5  #  k  #  +1.5 >  +1.5

: -2.319 .026 1.805

F .366 .686 .149

ks .712 -.002 1.770

6 -1.058 -.597 3.428

:F .116 .060 .045

9 -2.418 .010 1.750

min -2.705 -1.492 1.658

max -1.727 1.499 2.178

range .978 2.991 .520

ANOVA

Levene-test (F(1,150) 9.899

Pr(F=0)< .001

F-test 106.71

Pr(F=0)< .001

R .760

. .766

R .5782

. .587
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TABLE 3.1
Deming Regression Analysis of Democrat & Republican Voter Registration 

0 1 1% REP $ $ S($ ) t-test Pr(t=0)< 95%- 95%+

intercept 80 77 82

slope -1.11 .031 -1.174 -1.051

(151) # of Districts R LR(P ) Pr(P =0)<2 2

153 -.947 .571 .004

TABLE 3.2
Stochastic Frontier Model of Party Competition for Vote Shares

0 1 1% REP $ $ S($ ) z-test Pr(z=0)< 95%- 95%+

intercept 79 61.21 .001 76 81

slope -1.008 .027 -37.13 .001 -1.062 -.955

2vln(F ) 1.840 .306 6.02 .001 1.240 2.439

uln(F ) 2.822 .367 7.68 .001 2.102 3.542

vF 2.509 .383 1.859 3.385

uF 4.100 .753 2.861 5.877

F 23.107 4.886 13.531 32.6822

8 1.634 1.073 -.469 3.738

(1) (1) (1) # of Districts LR(P ) Pr(P =0) LR(P ) Pr(F=0)< AIC BIC2 2 2

153 1379.00 .0001 3.98 .023 824.24 836.36
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